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Chapter 1Introdution
1.1 OverviewThe non-stationary dynamis on surfaes is an important topi of the surfae siene.Interesting phenomena our on surfaes both at the marosopi and mirosopisale. Probably the most interesting marosopi phenomenon as for the maro-sopi dynamis of surfaes is frition. The phenomenologial laws of the maro-sopi frition fore between two bodies sliding relative to eah other were found byG. Amontons and Ch. A. Coulomb in the 17th and 18th entury. The �rst law saysthat the frition fore between two at surfaes is proportional to the normal load,or the fore that squeezes the surfaes together. The seond one laims that thefrition fore is independent of the apparent area of the ontat. No matter whatthis area is, the frition fore is onstant for a onstant normal load. The third lawstates the independene of the frition fore on the veloity of the relative movementof the bodies one the motion starts.These laws are strikingly universal but also surprisingly ounterintuitive, namelythe independene of the frition fore of the ontat area of the sliding surfae andof the veloity of the movement. In spite of its tehnologial importane, not muhprogress was done in the fundamental frition theory until the middle of this entury.To that time the �rst wave of the interest in the fundamentals of the frition datesbak. The role of the surfae roughness was lari�ed. Surprisingly enough, thesurfae roughness was ruled out as a mehanism for the frition, but, at the sametime, it showed to be ruial for the explanation of the ounterintuitive features of thelaws of frition. Thanks to the surfae roughness the real and the apparent ontatarea di�er in orders of magnitude and the frition fore is in fat proportional to thereal area of the ontat. Moreover, it turned out that the real area is proportionalto the normal load. Thus, the �rst two phenomenologial laws of frition follow.Surfae roughness also helps to understand the third law. One would expet thefrition fore to be proportional to the sliding veloity. This orresponds to the linear1



response regime. The fat that the real frition fore is veloity-independent meansthat the marosopi frition experiments are not performed in the linear responseregime. The reason for that an be in dynamial instabilities as shown already byTomlinson in 1929. The rapid dynamis (stik-slip motion) of the asperities due tothe surfae roughness is a possible explanation of the elasti instability responsiblefor the veloity-independent frition fore.Suh was the level of understanding of the fundamental frition proesses inthe �fties [1℄. However, the standalone mehanism of the frition was not known.Sine most of the experiments were performed on metalli samples (motivated bythe industry) whih undergo substantial wear, the onlusion about the mirosopiorigin of the frition fore was that the surfaes are ontinuously being worn awayby the adhesive bonding between them. Little progress in the fundamental studiesof sliding frition was made from 1960 till the eighties when a seond real burst oftheoretial interest into these problems ame. The advanes of the experimentaltehniques like the surfae fore apparatus by J. N. Israelashvili, the frition foremirosopy whih is a modi�ation of the sanning tunnelling mirosopy, or thequartz rystal mirobalane by J. Krim and A. Widom together with the progress inomputational tehniques started the intense exploration of the frition phenomenaat various sales, ranging from the marosopi to the atomi one. There wereperformed the experiments without wear with a non-zero frition fore. The questionabout the origin of the frition fore arose again.The experiments mentioned above enables to measure the frition fore in thewear-free setups at di�erent length sales. The surfae fore apparatus may be on-sidered to be a marosopi experiment whih reprodues the lassial sliding blokexperiments by Amontons and Coulomb under exatly de�ned onditions, the fri-tion fore mirosopy measures the frition fore between a tip and the substrate atthe mesosopi length of the order of hundreds of angstr}oms, and the quartz rys-tal mirobalane (QCM) experiment probes the frition fore between the substrateand an adsorbate layer of the monolayer (or even less) thikness. The di�erent ex-periments reveal di�erent realms of the frition phenomena. The theory of fritionsplit into several streams aording to the partiular subjet under study whih livealmost independently [2℄. Of ourse, the results of the mirosopi studies may serveas input for the mesosopi and marosopi ones.In this study, we will deal exlusively with the mirosopi frition theory whihdesribes the sliding motion of adsorbate layers or even isolated atoms and moleulesabove spei�ed atomially at substrate surfaes. The experimental data to suhstudies are provided by the QCM experiment by J. Krim et al. This branh ofthe frition theory was alled by Krim the nanotribology. A nie artile about itsorigin and the problems under study was written by Krim in the Sienti� Amerian[3℄. This new and rapidly developing �eld is rih of novel experimental results andunanswered theoretial questions. Even though the experiments are interesting in2



themselves, they also lead to the onsiderations and developments of theoretialonepts outreahing just this experimental �eld.1.2 QCM experimentIn this setion, we will briey desribe the QCM experiment by J. Krim whih is usedfor measurements of the mirosopi frition fore between the substrate and theadsorbate layer. The QCM tehnique was used for years for miroweighing purposes[4℄ and was extended by Krim and Widom [5, 6℄ in the late eighties for the fritionmeasurements.The shemati piture of the QCM experimental setup is depited in Fig. 1.1. Ona quartz rystal leaved so as to vibrate in a stritly shear mode with respet to itssurfae there are evaporated metal eletrodes usually made of silver, gold, or lead.One of the eletrodes serve as the substrate for the moleularly thin adsorbate layerdeposited on its outer surfae. By applying an alternate voltage to the eletrodes thequartz rystal whih is piezoeletri starts to laterally vibrate with a harateristifrequeny !d � 107s�1 and with an amplitude of the order of 100 �A. In the eletriiruit driving the mirobalane it is possible to measure the resonane urve ofthe whole eletro-mehanial system. One an measure the resonant frequeny aswell as the damping (or equivalently the quality fator) of the mirobalane withoutand with the adsorbate layer. Upon the adsorption of the layer both the resonantfrequeny and the quality fator are hanged. The hange of the resonant frequenyorresponds to the hange of the mass of the whole mirobalane and this infor-mation is used for the miroweighing of tiny amounts of adsorbate (fration of amonolayer). The hange of the quality fator is aused by slipping of the �lm withrespet to the substrate. With this slipping there is onneted the frition fore be-tween the adsorbate and substrate whih auses additional dissipation of the wholesystem deteted by the hange of the quality fator.The ustomary interpretation of the QCM experiments assumes the linear (inrelative veloity) frition fore between substrate and �lm [5, 6, 2℄ (linear responseregime), but there are also theoretial methods proposed [7℄ to interpret QCM ex-periments when the frition is non-linear and there have been QCM frition mea-surements whih give nonlinear frition. Within the ustomary interpretation theadsorption of the �lm leads to the shift of the resonant frequeny and hange in thedamping whih are related by [6℄ �!d = �2�!d� ; (1.1)where !d;�!d;� are the resonant frequeny, its hange upon the adsorption andthe hange of damping onstant, respetively and where � , the ruial output from3



Figure 1.1: A shemati piture of the QCM experiment. A quartz-rystal is vibrat-ing in a stritly shear mode with the veloity pro�le shown. The �lms evaporatedon it serve as eletrodes whih drive the piezoeletri osillations and as a substratefor the adsorbed layer at the same time. From [2℄.the experiment, is the so alled slip time whih yields the relaxation time of theveloity of a free �lm above the substrate ~v(t) = ~v0e� t� . The value of � is givensimply as the inverse of the linear sliding frition oeÆient � of the adsorbate-substrate interfae per unit mass of the adsorbate (surfae density %2)� = %2� : (1.2)It is the task of the theory or simulations to alulate the frition oeÆient � mea-sured by the QCM experiment. We will disuss the tehniques used to aomplishthis task in the next setion.1.3 Conepts of the mirosopi theory of fritionIt is of importane from the theoretial as well as experimental point of view tohek the experimental �ndings and assumptions used to the interpretation of theQCM experiments by an analytial alulations or numerial simulations. Sine themany-body problem involved in the truly mirosopi desription of the experimentis very hard to deal with the simulations are used more often. However, there arealready many theoretial results obtained for simpli�ed models whih are relevantalso for the interpretation of the QCM experiment. In priniple, the solution ofthe model desribing the QCM experimental setup needs to give the linear slidingfrition oeÆient � (or, equivalently,the slip time �) for the �lm motion above aspei�ed substrate. To this end one has to �nd the e�etive equation of motionfor the �lm. This is done by using one of the various projetion tehniques whihprojet out the substrate degrees of freedom and yield the e�etive motion of theadsorbed �lm only. 4



Let us briey review some of these tehniques whih an be used to the determi-nation of the mirosopi dynamis of adsorbed �lms. The list of possible methodsreadsPhenomenology This approah uses heuristi arguments and physial insight toevaluate the desired quantities. As an example we may mention the determi-nation of the frition oeÆient from the energy balane onsiderations.Linear response This is a perturbation method in whih the motion of the adsor-bate is a presribed funtion of time and the response of the substrate to theadsorbate movement is studied in the �rst order of the perturbation theory.This method is suÆient to evaluate the frition oeÆient but annot learlygive the e�etive equation of motion of the adsorbate.Partitioning The partitioning method is a fully quantum-mehanial method to�nd the e�etive equations of motion for seleted quantities. It onsist inapplying the partitioning sheme to the quantum Liouville equation. It an bedone perturbatively or a progressive partitioning sheme may be used leadingto the famous Mori ontinued fration formalism.Exat diagonalization Some models of the adsorbate-substrate interation an besolved exatly. These are essentially only the models with the Hamiltoniansquadrati in �elds involved. An example is the lass of models onsidered byCaldeira and Leggett. The availability of the exat solution in these model isvery onvenient as di�erent used approximations may be tested against thisexat solution. On the other hand, the lass of exatly solvable models israther restrited.Non-equilibrium Green's funtions This tehnique has the advantage that itallows for a systemati perturbation theory in terms of well-known Feynmandiagrams. Formally the tehnique behaves the same as the equilibrium theoryand the same approximation shemes an be used.Quantum Langevin equation In this method the e�et of the substrate on theadsorbate equation of motion is desribed by the deterministi frition foreand the stohasti noise fore. The evolution of the adsorbate is then dueto the indeterministi e�etive behaviour of the substrate (whih ats as areservoir) stohasti and the relevant quantities are obtained by averagingover the random variables. The lassial example is the well-known Brownianmotion.Some of these methods will be expliitly illustrated in the next. Now, however,we will present the e�etive desription of the adsorbate layer motion in terms of5



the generalized Brownian motion model proposed by Persson to simulate the QCMexperiment [2℄ (see also [8℄). This model is an ad ho model of the e�etive equationof motion of the adsorbate in terms of the quantum Langevin equation method. Itorresponds to the high temperature limit of the QLE whih redues to the lassialone. The equations of motion for the individual partiles of the adsorbed �lm withthe oordinate ~ri readmd2~ridt2 +m$ � d~ridt = �r~riU �r~riV + ~fi(t) + ~Fext(t) ; (1.3)where m denotes the mass of the adsorbate atoms/moleules, ~Fext(t) is the externaldriving of the �lm aused by the inertial fore due to vibrations of the mirobalane,U = Pi u(~ri) is the adsorbate-substrate potential and V = 12P0i;j v(~ri � ~rj) is theadsorbate-adsorbate interation potential. The last two quantities are the dynamiale�ets aused by the interation with the substrate. The Langevin stohasti (noise)fore ~fi(t) and the linear frition tensor $ results from the dynamis of the substratewhih has been projeted out of our e�etive desription. For the substrate inthermal equilibrium, whih is not stritly speaking the ase of the QCM experimentsdue to the vibrations, the two quantities are not independent but they are relatedby the utuation-dissipation theorem
~fi(t)~fj(0)� = 2mkBT$ÆijÆ(t) : (1.4)This relation is approximately valid even in the true QCM setup as the non-equilibriume�ets due to the aeleration are rather weak.The equation (1.3) is in the basis of the numerial simulations of the QCM ex-periment. There are several inputs into the simulation. The interation potentialsU; V an be assessed from the stati properties of the adsorbate-substrate systemwhile the dynami information enters through $ . Already the stati properties ofthe adsorbate-substrate system are non-trivial sine several surfae phases of theadsorbate may be formed. The dynamial properties are even more ompliated.The dependene of the linear sliding frition oeÆient or the slip time of the adsor-bate �lm is studied under various onditions inluding the di�erent surfae phases,temperatures, et. The importane of the input parameter $ in the simulations isindeed the subjet of disussions [8℄ but it seems that in many ases the measuredfrition oeÆient � (inferred from the slip-time) is just equal or very lose to thelinear frition oeÆient $ . Thus, a realisti value for this parameter would surelyfailitate the interpretations of the numerial simulations. Therefore, one of theaims of the theorist is to provide a reasonable guess for this quantity.The mirosopi linear frition oeÆient $ desribes the dissipative part of thee�etive ation of the substrate on the individual adsorbate atoms. Its mirosopiorigins are in the dissipation of the thermal energy aused by the adsorbate move-ment into the substrate degrees of freedom. There are in priniple two hannels in6



whih the energy in the substrate is dissipated. The �rst hannel is dissipation intothe phononi degrees of freedom | vibrations of the substrate atoms. This meha-nism is present for all kinds of surfaes. The seond hannel is the dissipation intothe eletroni degrees of freedom | eletron-hole pairs or plasmons. This seondmehanism is ative only for metalli surfaes sine for insulating ones the mehan-ial energy of the adsorbate movement is insuÆient to reate the exitations overthe gap. As the theoretial models usually deal with either of the two mehanismsit would be helpful for the hek of their preditions as well as from the pratialpoint of view to know experimentally the relative ontributions from the respetivehannels. The experimental methods that yield the evidene about mirosopi lin-ear frition oeÆient of an adatom above a spei�ed substrate are beside the QCMalso the infra-red spetrosopy and inelasti He sattering but all of them measurethe sum of both ontributions only.There have been two suggestions so far how to distinguish experimentally thetwo dissipative ontributions. Persson [9, 10, 2℄ ame up with the idea of the relationbetween the eletroni part of the frition and the surfae resistivity. Aording tohim there is diret onnetion due to the Galilean invariane between the eletroniontribution to the frition fore and the hange of the resistivity of a metalli sampleupon the adsorption of the adsorbate layer. From the surfae resistivity measure-ments the value of the eletroni frition oeÆient an be alulated. We followPersson in the argumentation that the movement of the adsorbate over the substratewith the veloity �~v is from the eletroni dissipation point of view equivalent withthe stationary adsorbate above the substrate in whih the eletroni urrent ~J = ne~vows, see Fig. 1.2. The dissipated powers in both these ases areP elfrition = N1mel~v2 ;P elurrent = Ad�� ~J2 ; (1.5)where N1 is the number of the adsorbate atoms in the adsorbed �lm, m isadatom mass, el is the eletroni part of the frition oeÆient, and �~v is theadsorbate veloity while A is the surfae of the substrate overed by the adsorbate,d is thikness of the substrate, �� is the hange of the substrate resistivity uponthe adsorption of the adsorbate (surfae resistivity), and ~J is the eletri urrentowing through the substrate. From the Galilean invariane the dissipation shouldbe in both ases the same whih yields by equating the two dissipation powers andtaking into aount that ~J = ne~vel = n2e2dmna �� = n2e2dm ���na ����na=0 ; (1.6)with na = N1A being the surfae adsorbate density. Thus, the eletroni frition oef-�ient is expressed via the slope of the resistivity hange with the adsorbate density7



Figure 1.2: A shemati piture of the surfae resistivity argument by Persson. TheGalilean invariane enables to relate the dissipation due to the surfae resistivityhange with that due to the moving adsorbate layer. From [2℄.for small density. An interesting hek mentioned by Persson is that for d suÆ-iently large (not atomially thin) the eletroni frition oeÆient is expeted to beindependent of the thikness of the substrate, i. e. independent of d. Therefore, thederivative ���na ���na=0 should sale like 1d whih is indeed observed. This supports thevalidity of these onsiderations. On the other hand, the whole method is somewhatontroversial and, indeed, there was a debate over it [11, 12℄ whih was not, unfor-tunately very produtive. Finally, it turns out that the method using the heuristiGalilean invariane arguments is approximately orret and the results preditedby it should be within an order of magnitude orret. Sokolo� [13℄ simulated theGalilean invariane by the expliit alulations for a jellium model with the resultthat up to a diretional fator of the kind of an average of the osine of the satteringangle the Galilean invariane argument is orret. The surfae resistivity methodthus enables to roughly assess the importane of the eletroni ontribution to themirosopi frition. The experiments have been done for various systems, however,it annot be e�etively applied to all systems as the resolution of the resistivitymeasurements is not always suÆient.The seond suggestion onerning the separation of the eletroni versus phononiontributions to the frition fore was made by Krim [14℄ in 1998. Krim et al.measured the frition fore of an adlayer made from N2 moleules above the leadsubstrate. The lead substrate was ooled below the superonduting transition tem-perature and a sudden drop in the measured frition oeÆient was observed (f.Fig. 1.3). The natural interpretation of this result is that the eletroni degrees offreedom deoupled and the eletroni ontribution to frition was swithed o�. Ifthis experiment and the interpretation were orret there would be a method howto diretly measure the eletroni frition oeÆient above the metalli substrateswhih an be made superonduting. However, this experiment has not been repro-8



Figure 1.3: The QCM experiment with superonduting frition by Krim et al. Sliptime � and shear stress s = �v (for v = 1 m/s) versus T=TC . The shear stress fornitrogen sliding over the superonduting lead surfae is about half that assoiatedwith sliding over lead in its normal phase. From [14℄.dued yet and the natural interpretation introdued above was ontested by Perssonand Tosatti [15℄. The theoretial arguments of Persson and Tosatti has been refutedby several works and the experiment itself, although not reprodued so far and on-tested too [16℄, has not been proven inorret. The issue still remains open. A partof this work is devoted to the disussion of the superonduting frition fore andsurveys the ontribution made by the author to this question.Another inspiration from the QCM experiment for the theorist is in the exatanalytial solutions of the Langevin equations of the kind presented above. Again,the knowledge of the exat solution in more simple ases may be a hek for moreompliated simulations. The exat solution of the many-body stohasti problemsrepresented by the above Langevin equation is unfortunately beyond the reah, buteven the one-partile ases may exhibit highly non-trivial and physially interestingbehaviour. For example, the motion in the periodially tilted wash-board-like po-tential shows the features of the phenomenon alled stohasti resonane. Thus, thenew developments of the stohasti tehniques may be initiated by or, on the otherhand, may be relevant for the surfae di�usion problems.1.4 Struture of the thesisThe fats presented so far were inspiration for the formulation of the following threeproblems whih are the subjet of this thesis.9



In the seond hapter, an exatly soluble model of the phononi ontribution tothe frition is presented. A similar model was already used by Persson and Rydberg[17℄ for studies of the vibrational damping of moleules above metalli substratesand also by Georgievskii et al. [18℄ for the studies of the surfae di�usion. In themodel, the interation of an adatom adsorbed on the surfae in a minimum ofa washboard-like potential is approximated by the harmoni osillator interatingwith the loal phononi oordinate on the surfae of the substrate. Compared withthe other models, we also inlude driving in order to better desribe the QCM setupwhih is modeled by a driven shifting of the bottom of the harmoni potential well.Two methods of the solutions are employed.In the �rst setion, we present the formulation of the problem whih inludesthe hoie of the Hamiltonian and the disussion of the equivalene between variousforms of it in di�erent referene frames related by anonial alulations. In theseond setion, the mirosopi phononi frition oeÆient is evaluated using simplephenomenologial arguments and in the third setion the e�etive equation of motionof the adatom is found by employing the perturbative projetion tehnique. Theseond method only re�nes the phenomenologial results whih are basially orret.Within the alulation the main ingredient is the retarded Green's funtion of thephonon �eld at the interation site. The evaluation was done with help of thesurfae Green's funtions tehnique and is presented in Appendix A. Our method ofevaluation is di�erent from the ones used by Persson and Georgievskii who used theeigen-modes method. Moreover, a triky approah of the evaluation of the phononiGreen's funtion motivated by the surfae Green's funtions tehnique was used,whih is to our knowledge unpublished so far. The onluding remarks to thishapter are in the last setion.In the third hapter, there is a review of the urrent works on the eletroni partof the frition fore for physisorbed adsorbates. For the physisorption kind of theadsorption bond the binding fore may be split into the attrative van der Waalspart due to the quantum utuations of the adsorbate and substrate harge densitiesand the repulsive Pauli part due to the quantum mehanial repulsion of the overlapof these densities (Pauli exlusion priniple). With both these parts of the bindingfore there must be assoiated a dissipative omponent when the adsorbate is inrelative motion to the substrate. It is believed, that the dissipative fore onsistsof two separate omponents in the same way as the binding fore and only thedissipative fore assoiated with the van der Waals part is usually onsidered. Thepart assoiated with the Pauli repulsive fore is sarely modeled by the hard-spheresattering. Therefore, we present the theory of the van der Waals frition only. Aunifying approah within the framework of the linear response theory is presentedwhih enompasses the results of most of the works on the van der Waals frition ofadsorbate layers.After a brief introdution into the whole onept of the eletroni frition and10



the identi�ation of the only omponent onsidered in the �rst setion, we introduethe linear response theory for both the lassial adsorbate harge distributions (theioni bond) and quantum-utuating adsorbate harge distributions (the true vander Waals bond) in the seond setion. We briey review several reent results onthe same topi found in literature and we show onnetion with our approah in thethird setion. In the fourth one, the problem of the frition above a superondutingsurfae introdued above is explored in more detail. The debate initiated by Perssonand Tosatti is reviewed and a possible explanation by the author is given. Alsoother suggestions by other authors to resolve the superonduting frition puzzleare mentioned as well as the reply by Persson whih moves this still open questionfurther to the mirosopi theory. The onluding remarks are again presented inthe last setion. In Appendix B we reprint the published paper by the author onthe topi of the superonduting frition.In the fourth hapter, an abstrat model motivated by the QCM experimentand surfae di�usion problems is introdued and resolved. The model exhibits thestohasti phenomenon alled the resonant ativation. This phenomenon is loselyrelated to the stohasti resonane. From a broader point of view in both thesephenomena the di�usion in a nontrivial potential pro�le with barriers, sinks, et.,is onsidered. Moreover, another \noise" (exept for the one ausing the di�usion)is always present. This additional noise makes the problem being out of thermody-nami equilibrium. Models out of equilibrium may exhibit interesting features. Inthe ases of resonant ativation and stohasti resonane it is a nontrivial depen-dene on the parameters of the additional noise. Namely, the generalized transportproperties (probability urrent in a washboard potential or esape rate into a sink)have non-monotoni behaviour with respet to the swithing rate of the additionalnoise. This behaviour indiates a subtle orrelation between the transport phenom-ena and the additional noise. Phenomena of this kind are presently under intensivestudies.In the �rst setion, we give the formulation of the problem. We explain the mo-tivation leading to its formulation and show the interesting physial features whihthe model exhibits and for whih it is being onsidered. In the seond setion, theomments to the solution of the problem are summarized. The distintive featuresof our solution are ompared with the so far known results. In Appendix C wepresent the preprint form of the paper in whih the atual solution of the model ispresented. The paper has been submitted to Phys. Rev. E.The last hapter ontains the onlusions with the summary of obtained resultsand the outlook of possible further developments of the problems onsidered in thethesis.
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Chapter 2Lattie frition fore: drag ofadatom by vibrating substrate
2.1 Formulation of the problemIn this hapter, we present the study of the phononi omponent of the frition ofan adatom harmonially pinned above the osillating substrate. This model, loseto the one by Persson and Rydberg1 [17℄ and also by Georgievskii et al. [18℄, will besolved by two di�erent methods, yielding more or less equivalent results.Let us �rst speify the Hamiltonian of the model. It orresponds to the dynamisof a single adatom whih is harmonially pinned above the semi-in�nite substrateapproximately desribed by the elasti ontinuum theory. The substrate is assumedto �ll the halfspae z � 0, all its dynamial degrees of freedom are supposed to beenompassed in the ontinuous phononi �eld, i. e. we omit the eletroni degreesof freedom, and this phononi �eld is taken in the harmoni approximation (up toquadrati terms of the phonon �eld in the Hamiltonian only). The osillations ofthe substrate like in the QCM experiment are simulated by the driving term whihshifts the bottom of the pinning potential well in the presribed osillatory manner.Thus, the Hamiltonian reads Ĥ(t) = Ĥsub + Ĥads(t) + Ĥint(t), whereĤsub = 3Xi;j=1Zz�0 d3~r� �̂2i (~r)2% + �2 �ûi(~r)�xi �ûj(~r)�xj + �2 �ûi(~r)�xj �ûi(~r)�xj + �2 �ûi(~r)�xj �ûj(~r)�xi �(2.1a)is the Hamiltonian of the harmoni substrate with % being the mass density of thesubstrate, �; � the elasti onstants (the Lam�e oeÆients) and ûi(~r) and �̂i(~r) the1Our model is equivalent to the Persson's one exept for the driving term orresponding to theosillations of the substrate. However, due to the harmoni approximation used for the desriptionof the substrate phononi degrees of freedom, the results for the frition oeÆient are the samein both. 12



onjugated oordinates and momenta of the phonon �eld, respetively. The othertwo parts of the Hamiltonian are given byĤads(t) + Ĥint(t) = 3Xi=1� p̂2i2m + m!2ii2 �x̂i � ûi(0)� udi (t)�2� ; (2.1b)Ĥads(t) = 3Xi=1� p̂2i2m + m!2ii2 �x̂i � udi (t)�2� ; (2.1)Ĥint(t) = 3Xi=1�m!2ii2 ûi(0)2 +m!2ii �udi (t)� x̂i� ûi(0)� : (2.1d)We have denoted by m the mass of the adatom, x̂i and p̂i are its onjugated oordi-nates and momenta, respetively, and !2ij is the pinning potential frequeny tensorwhose form is assumed to be !2ij = diag(!2k; !2k; !2?).The vetor ~ud(t) � ~ud(~r = 0; t) denotes the -number oordinate of the drivenphonon mode at the site where the oupling to the adpartile takes plae, i. e.at ~r = 0. It is this term whih is responsible for the expliit time-dependene ofthese two parts of the Hamiltonian. In the QCM experiment, the driving term isaused by a marosopially populated long-wavelength phononi mode with thepolarization lateral to the substrate surfae. Within the harmoni desription ofthe substrate, we may freely onsider this mode to be lassial (-number nature inthe Hamiltonian), while all the other modes are taken quantum-mehanially and,moreover, their statistial distribution may be taken as the equilibrium (thermal)one. This approah is a omplete analogy to the deomposition of the laser �eldinto a lassial laser mode and the quantum rest in QED. This step is, stritlyspeaking, only allowed when the orresponding �eld is harmoni. In the ase of theunharmoniity, the interation between modes should be onsidered.It is possible to transform this Hamiltonian into other, equivalent, and for somealulations more onvenient forms. Suh transformed forms may also be often foundin the literature. The transformations onsists in hanging the referene frame tothe system o-moving with the bottom of the potential well. It is in fat a seriesof the Galilean transformations to the referene frames with respet to whih thepotential well is at rest at eah moment. We ahieve this transformation by thehange of variables ~x(t)! ~x(t)�~ud(t). This hoie obviously simpli�es the adatomand interation part of the Hamiltonian (2.1b).To aomplish this hange of variables formally at the quantum mehanial level,we look for a anonial transformation whih simpli�es the interation in the desiredway. We will work in the Shr}odinger piture in the following derivation. An exhaus-tive disussion of the formulation of the quantum mehanis in generally non-inertialframes of referene together with the relation to di�erent quantum-mehanial pi-tures may be found in [19℄. 13



We onsider an arbitrary time-dependent anonial transformation realized by aunitary operator Ŝ(t) whih transforms the quantum-mehanial operators asÂ! Ŝ(t) Â Ŝy(t) (2.2)and the states as j (t)i ! Ŝ(t)j (t)i : (2.3)Thus, this anonial transformation onserves all matrix elements as is required.Taking into aount that j (t)i = Û(t)j (t0)i with the evolution operator Û(t)generated by the Hamiltonian (2.1), we may identify the e�etive evolution operatoronneted with the transformed operators. Namely,Û(t) = Ŝ(t) Û(t) (2.4)governs the evolution of the transformed operators (2.2). Di�erentiating (2.4) andemploying the Shr}odinger equation for Û(t), we ome to the e�etive Hamiltonianin the transformed \referene frame" determined by the anonial transformation,whih is Ĥ(t) = Ŝ(t) Ĥ(t)Ŝy(t) + i~dŜ(t)dt Ŝy(t) : (2.5)The \anomalous" term ontaining the time derivative must be present in thoseases when the operator generating the anonial transformation expliitly dependson time. In order to simplify the interation part of the Hamiltonian in the waydesribed above, we have to �nd the anonial transformation whih transforms ~̂xinto ~̂x+~ud(t), i.~e. we are looking for an operator Ŝ(t) suh that Ŝ(t)~̂xŜy(t) = ~̂x+~ud(t).There is a whole lass of suh operators, and they are given byŜ(t) = exp� i~ ~̂p � ~ud(t)�f(~̂x) (2.6)with f(~̂x) being a unitary operator omposed of the position operators ~̂x.There are two ustomary hoies that an be found in the literature. The �rstone takes f(~̂x) = 1̂, whih leads to the transformation properties of the momentumoperator and the adatom-interation part of the Hamiltonian~̂p! Ŝ(t) ~̂p Ŝy(t) = ~̂p ; (2.7)ĤAI(t) = ~̂p 22m + m2 �~̂x� ~̂u(0)� � $!2 � �~̂x� ~̂u(0)�� ~̂p � _~ud(t) (2.8)DE� (~̂p�m _~ud(t))22m + m2 �~̂x� ~̂u(0)� � $!2 � �~̂x� ~̂u(0)� : (2.9)Here _~ud(t) = ~vd(t) is the veloity of the movement of the bottom of the potential welland we used the dynamial equivalene between the two expressions of ĤAI(t) sine14



they di�er in a multiple of the unity operator only. This form of the transformedHamiltonian may be found in [6℄, for example, where the dissipative properties ofthe �lm slipping over the vibrating substrate are onsidered.Another, more ommon hoie of the anonial transformation takes for Ŝ(t) thefollowing expression Ŝ(t) = exp� i~�~̂p � ~ud(t)�m~̂x � _~ud(t)�� ; (2.10)whih may be rewritten in the form of Eq. (2.6), with the help of the Glauberidentity. The momentum and the adatom-interation part of the Hamitonian thentransform as ~̂p! Ŝ(t) ~̂p Ŝy(t) = ~̂p+m _~ud(t) ; (2.11)ĤAI(t) DE� ~̂p 22m + m2 �~̂x� ~̂u(0)� � $!2 � �~̂x� ~̂u(0)�+m�~ud(t) � ~̂x : (2.12)This form is easily interpreted in a physially transparent way. As already the trans-formation of the momentum suggests, this hoie of the anonial transformationorresponds to the generalized Galilean transformation into the o-moving inertialframe of referene. Not only the oordinates, but also momenta are transformedin a orret way by this anonial transformation. As a onsequene, we get thee�etive Hamiltonian in the form whih fully orresponds to the desription in theo-moving referene frame, inluding the inertial fore �m�~ud(t). This more physialapproah is found more often in the literature, see [20, 19℄, for instane.It should be noted, however, that all the anonially transformed problems areequivalent to the original one, regardless of the anonial transformation used. It isjust a matter of taste whih of them is hosen to make the problem easier to dealwith. The translation of the transformed solution bak into the original \refereneframe" is rather straightforward. The equivalene of the transformed problems en-sures that the dynamial evolution of, say, the mean value of the oordinate h~̂xi(t)governed by the original Hamiltonian is the same as the dynamis of the transformedoordinate hŜ(t)~̂xŜy(t)i(t) = h~̂xi(t) + ~ud(t) or, in other words, that the dynamisof the oordinate in the transformed \referene frame" is the same as the dynam-is of ~x(t) � ~ud(t) in the original one, whih was exatly our requirement from thebeginning. This feature will be expliitly illustrated in the next where we will al-ulate the e�etive equation of motion of the adatom above the vibrating substrate.These Galilean-transformation features together with the inertial e�ets will omeout expliitly, illustrating thus in the partiular ase the general properties stem-ming from the anonial transformation reasoning. In the end, let us mention thata similar transformation may be done equally for the eletroni degrees of freedomin the vibrating substrate as shown in [20℄, whih again may help with the solutionof the problems. We will not use these transformations in this work any more, even15



though they would make some of the subsequent alulations slightly less ompli-ated. However, we rather hose to take the diret approah and only reover thegeneral transformation features in the �nal results.2.2 PhenomenologyIn this subsetion, we will introdue the phenomenologial derivation of the fritionoeÆient for the present model (alled subsequently the Persson's model). It islear that the phenomenologial approah to a problem depends on the spei�model sine the solution stems from the physial insight into the partiular physialmehanism responsible for the frition and, therefore, this approah does not suggestany general formal sheme to be employed in other ases. On the other hand, theseheuristi arguments eluidate the true physial origin of the frition fore in thepartiular ase, whih might be somewhat obsured by rather ompliated formalismin the general sheme. That is why we believe that one example of this approahis helpful. Moreover, the phenomenologial quantities evaluated at this level willsubsequently enter as building bloks into more sophistiated formalism, as we willalso see in the due ourse of the presentation of di�erent theoretial methods.To illuminate the physial mehanism responsible for the frition fore in thismodel, whih is the radiation of the adatom energy into the bulk via the emission ofthe phonons, we will at �rst alulate the lost radiation power of an osillating point-like fore into unbound elasti ontinuum. This would orrespond to the fritionfore experiened by the adatom harmonially pinned inside the bulk ontinuum.Although from the point of view of a frition experiment this setup de�nitely doesnot make any sense, we use it to identify the objet of the main interest for theevaluation of the frition { the retarded Green's funtion of the phonon �eld. In theseond part we will, in the analogous manner, alulate the frition oeÆient forthe orret setup of the semi-in�nite half-spae.2.2.1 Basi de�nitions and notationLet us onsider homogeneous, isotropi, linearly elasti ontinuum. The onstitutionrelation between the strain tensor and the deformation tensor of the material is givenby the generalized Hook's law �ij = Cijklekl (summation over repeated indexes isassumed everywhere), with the deformation tensor ekl given by eij = 12 � �ui�xj + �uj�xi�and the elasti onstants tensorCijkl = �ÆijÆkl + �(ÆikÆjl + ÆilÆjk) ; (2.13)16



� and � being the Lam�e onstants. The strain tensor is then2�ij = �Æijekk + 2�eij ; (2.14)and, inserting this relation into the general equation of motion of the ontinuum%�2ui�t2 = ��ij�xj + F exti ; (2.15)where ~F ext is volume density of an external fore, we get%�2~u�t2 = (�+ �)rdiv~u+ �4~u+ ~F ext : (2.16)The equation for the Green's funtion of the elasti movement of the ontinuum isgiven by�% �2�t2 Æij � (�+ �) ��xi ��xj � � �2�xl�xl Æij�Gjk(~r; ~r 0; t� t0) = �ÆikÆ(t� t0)Æ(~r � ~r 0)(2.17)with the appropriate boundary onditions.Introduing the diret and inverse temporal Fourier transform by the followingrelations Gij(~r; ~r 0; !) = Z 1�1 dtGij(~r; ~r 0; t) ei!t ;Gij(~r; ~r 0; t) = Z 1�1 d!2� Gij(~r; ~r 0; !) e�i!t ; (2.18)the equation for the Green's funtion in the Fourier piture has the form�%!2Æij + (�+ �) ��xi ��xj + � �2�xl�xl Æij�Gjk(~r; ~r 0; !) = ÆikÆ(~r � ~r 0) : (2.19)As usually, we must speify the regularization method for the evaluation of theinverse Fourier transform sine the singularities of the transformed Green's funtionmay lie (and indeed lie) on the real axis in the omplex !-plane, i. e. in the integrationpath of the inverse transform. This is aomplished by presribing the path aroundpoles. These presriptions di�er for di�erent kinds of the Green's funtions. Toget the ausal Green's funtion, it is neessary to substitute in the upper expression!2 ! !2+i�, while for the retarded one !2 ! !2+i� sign!. It is known [21℄ that thusalulated Green's funtions are idential to the orresponding quantum-mehanialGreen's funtions of the phonon �eld de�ned via T-produt, ommutators, et. inthe harmoni ase, i. e. for the free Green's funtions in terms of the perturbativequantum �eld theory.2The elasti potential energy U elpot = 12�ijeij expressed in terms of the derivatives of the phonon�eld enters the potential energy part of the substrate Hamiltonian (2.1a).17



2.2.2 Radiation of point dipole into unbound elasti ontin-uumLet us now alulate the power lost by a point-like dipole (i. e. a point time-dependent external fore) into the unbound ontinuum. The power produed byan external volume fore is given byP (t) = ZR3 ~F ext(~r; t) � �~u(~r; t)�t d3~r ; (2.20)where ~u(~r; t) is the solution of the equation of motion and is therefore given bythe onvolution of the retarded Green's funtion with the soure term on the righthand side of the equation of motion (the external fore). This is expressed by thefollowing equationui(~r; t) = � Z 1�1 dt0 ZR3 d3~r 0GRij(~r � ~r 0; t� t0)F extj (~r 0; t0) ; (2.21)where GR(~r � ~r 0; t) � GR(~r; ~r 0; t) means the retarded Green's funtion whih iszero for t < 0 and, thus, the integration over t0 atually runs only over the interval(�1; t) : The resulting absorbed power isP (t) = � ZR3 d3~r ZR3 d3~r 0 Z t�1 dt0 F exti (~r; t) ��tGRij(~r�~r 0; t� t0)F extj (~r 0; t0) : (2.22)Note that in this ase the Green's funtions are funtions of the di�erene ~r � ~r 0only, whih allows us to de�ne the spatial Fourier transform with respet to thisdi�erene as follows Gij(~k; �) = ZR3 d3~r Gij(~r; �) e�i~k�~r ;Gij(~r; �) = ZR3 d3~k(2�)3 Gij(~k; �) ei~k�~r : (2.23)The bullet \�" denotes the temporal variable, whih may be either t or !. Theequation (2.19) then reads�%!2Æij � (�+ �)kikj � �k2Æij�Gjk(~k; !) = Æik ; (2.24)with the appropriate substitution for !2. To resolve this equation, one has to invertthe matrix standing before Gjk. It may be done easily by introduing the longitudi-nal and transverse projetors PLij = kikjk2 and PTij = Æij � PLij = Æij � kikjk2 . Projetorsare mutually orthogonal and therefore the inverse of a matrix Aij = ALPLij +ATPTij18



is simply given by A�1ij = AL�1PLij +AT�1PTij . Thus, for Green's funtion we obtainGij(~k; !) = kikjk2%(!2 � 2Lk2) + Æij � kikjk2%(!2 � 2Tk2) ; (2.25)where L =q�+2�% and T =q�% are the veloities of the longitudinal and transversesound waves in the bulk material, respetively.Expressing the onvolution involved in the above relation for the emitted powervia the Fourier transform of Green's funtion and the fore �eld, we obtainP (t) = � ZR3 d3~r F exti (~r; t) ��t ZR4 d3~kd!(2�)4 GRij(~k; !)F extj (~k; !) e�i(!t�~k�~r) : (2.26)Inserting into this equation the form of ~F ext(~r; t) = Æ(~r) ~f ext(t) whih orrespondsto the point fore, one getsP (t) = �f exti (t) ��t Z 1�1 d!2� e�i!t f extj (!) ZR3 d3~k(2�)3 GRij(~k; !) (2.27)beause thanks to the point-like form of the external fore its spatial Fourier trans-form does not depend on ~k. The Green's funtion is now given by the equation(2.25) with an appropriate presription of avoiding its poles in performing the in-verse transform. Let us alulate the expression � RR3 d3~k(2�)3 GRij(~k; !). The projetorsmay be simply integrated over angular variables in d3~k and this integration yieldsZ4� d
~k4� PLij = 13 Æij ;Z4� d
~k4� PTij = 23 Æij : (2.28)It is therefore enough to evaluate the expressionZ 1a0 k2dk2�2% 1v2k2 � !2 � i�sign! (2.29)with k = j~kj = p~k � ~k, where we have introdued the physial ut-o� in k of theorder of inverse lattie onstant a as the original integral obviously diverges. Theomputation of the above integral in the leading terms of 1a (i. e. the terms of theorder of a and higher were set to zero) yieldsZ 1a0 k2dk2�2% 1v2k2 � !2 � i�sign! = 12�2% v2 1a + i!4�% v3 : (2.30)19



Putting this result into the relation (2.27) for the radiation power and performingthe inverse Fourier transform, we obtainP (t) = 12�2% 12 1a ~f ext(t) � ddt ~f ext(t)� 14�% 13 ~f ext(t) � d2dt2 ~f ext(t) : (2.31)The fators 1n in (2.31) are de�ned as averages of the sound veloities over thelongitudinal and transverse modes by the following1n � 13nL + 23nT : (2.32)The upper expression for the power may still be manipulated to a more onvenientformP (t) = 14�2% 12 1a ddt�~f ext(t) � ~f ext(t)�� 14�% 13 ddt�~f ext(t) � ddt ~f ext(t)�+ 14�% 13 ddt ~f ext(t) � ddt ~f ext(t) : (2.33)The �rst two terms in this result are of the form of the total time derivative andthus annot represent radiative ontribution to the lost power. On the other hand,the third term is exatly what we searhed for. This term is not potential (i. e. ofthe form of the total time derivative) and is always non-negative. That is why wewill identify this term with the radiative power produed by the point dipole in theontinuum. Moreover, this term is �nite and does not depend on the ut-o�. Thus,we ome to the �nal result of this setion giving the radiative power produed bythe point dipole as3 P rad(t) = 14�% 13 �d~f ext(t)dt �2 : (2.34)We will now apply this result to the alulation of the phononi ontribution tothe sliding frition of the motion of an adpartile. Let us assume that the adatom-phonon interation is given by an analogous term to the one in the Persson's Hamil-tonian, namely, Hint = m!202 �~x(t)� ~u(0; t)�2 : (2.35)Here ~x(t) is onsidered to be a presribed trajetory of the adatom motion. On theelasti ontinuum then an external point fore ats whih is given by~F ext(~r; t) = Æ(~r)m!20~x(t) : (2.36)3This formula is an exat analogy to the power emitted by the Hertz dipole in the lassialeletrodynamis. 20



The power radiated into the bulk by the motion of the adpartile is thereforeP rad(t) = m2!404�% 13 _~x(t)2 : (2.37)Assuming that the interation of the adatom with the quantized phononi �eldauses that a frition fore linear in the adatom veloity ~Ffrition(t) = �mph _~x(t)appears, we may set the power lost by the ation of suh a fore equal to thealulated power lost by the emission of the phonons. The energy of the adpartilelost per time unit is dEadp(t)dt = �mph _~x(t)2 = �P rad(t) (2.38)and equals in the absolute value to the radiative power absorbed by the elastiontinuum. We see that the assumption on the harater of the emerged fritionfore (linearity in veloity) is onsistent with our results and get for the phononiontribution to the sliding frition oeÆient ph the expressionph = m!404�% 13 : (2.39)2.2.3 The Green's funtion for a halfspaeNow, we are going to deal with a more adequate model for the desription of thedamping of adsorbates. Our present model onsists of a semi-in�nite elasti ontin-uum with a at plane boundary on whih the adsorbate resides. Let us formulatethe problem. We have again the ontinuum onsidered in the previous setions, butnow it extends only in the halfspae z � 0. In this ase, we must also speify theboundary onditions on the surfae. Assuming the surfae to be free, we set theboundary ondition to zero fore on the surfae. In fat, on the surfae there is theadatom whih ats by a surfae fore on the ontinuum, but we will onsider thissoure term to be the volume fore term being plaed just under the surfae andthen take the limit of its position approahing the surfae from beneath. Both thesemethods give the same results (this statement is proven in [22℄, Setion 5.6). Thefore ating on an elementary surfae with the normal ~� in the ontinuum and/oron the surfae is ~F~�(~r; t) = $� (~r; t) � ~�. Thus, our boundary ondition on the surfaeplane z = 0 is �i3(~r = (x; y; 0); t) = 0 for all i; x; y and t. In terms of the Green's21



funtion omponents, the boundary ondition reads
�G1j�z ����z=0 = � �G3j�x ����z=0 ; (2.40a)�G2j�z ����z=0 = � �G3j�y ����z=0 ; (2.40b)(�+ 2�)�G3j�z ����z=0 = ����G1j�x + �G2j�y �����z=0 : (2.40)

The Green's funtion still satis�es the equation (2.19), but now it is not so easy tosolve the equation sine the translational invariane neessary for performing thespatial Fourier transform is broken in the z-diretion. We may, of ourse, still per-form the 2-dimensional Fourier transform in the x; y variables, but this is not enoughfor reduing the de�ning equation for the Green's funtion into a simple algebraimatrix inverse like in the preeding ase. Rather, the equation obtained after per-forming the Fourier transforms in the 2-dimensional spatial and the time domain isquite ompliated matrix equation involving the �rst and seond derivatives withrespet to z. To transform this matrix relation into the most onvenient form, wehave to onsider the general tensor struture of the Green's funtion �rst.The Green's funtion is a funtion of the arguments ~rk � ~rk 0; z; z0, and t. Afterapplying the Fourier transforms
Gij(~�; z; z0; !) = ZR3 d2~rkdtGij(~rk; z; z0; t) ei(!t�~��~rk) (2.41)

mentioned above, the Green's funtion is a funtion of ~�; z; z0; and !. The symbol~rk means the 2-dimensional position vetor in the xy plane parallel with the surfae.From geometrial reasoning it follows that all the omponents of the Green's fun-tion indexed by 1,2 (or x; y, respetively) behave like a 2-dimensional vetor whenone rotates the argument ~rk of the Green's funtion in the xy plane, while all theomponents with the index 3 are salars with respet to this transformation. To22



illustrate this fat, let us write these transforming relationsG11(x; y) = sin2 'G11(0; r)� sin' os'G12(0; r)� sin' os'G21(0; r) + os2 'G22(0; r) ;G12(x; y) = sin' os'G11(0; r) + sin2 'G12(0; r)� os2 'G21(0; r)� sin' os'G22(0; r) ;G13(x; y) = sin'G13(0; r) + os'G23(0; r) ;G21(x; y) = sin' os'G11(0; r)� os2 'G12(0; r)+ sin2 'G21(0; r)� sin' os'G22(0; r) ;G22(x; y) = os2 'G11(0; r) + sin' os'G12(0; r)+ sin' os'G21(0; r) + sin2 'G22(0; r) ;G23(x; y) = � os'G13(0; r) + sin'G23(0; r) ;G31(x; y) = sin'G31(0; r) + os'G32(0; r) ;G32(x; y) = � os'G31(0; r) + sin'G32(0; r) ;G33(x; y) = G33(0; r) ;
(2.42)

where x = r os' and y = r sin'.Thanks to the orthogonality of the rotation matrix appearing in the transfor-mation relation between the original and rotated oordinates, exatly the sametransformation relations hold also for the Green's funtion in the Fourier piture,more exatly when x; y are replaed by �x; �y. This fat is ruial for the desiredsimpli�ation of the equation for the Fourier-transformed Green's funtion. We analulate the Green's funtion in spei� points of the ~�-plane and then obtain allvalues by using the above relations. Suh partiularly onvenient points are thepoints at the positive semiaxis ~� = (0; �) = (0; �y > 0), as we have already pre-sumed in the upper relations. At these points, the equation for the Green's funtionin the Fourier piture readsAij GRjk(z; z0; �; !) = Æik Æ(z � z0) (2.43)with the matrix di�erential operator Aij having the formA = 0��� d2dz2 + q2T � 0 00 � d2dz2 + �q2L i�(�� �) ddz0 i�(�� �) ddz � d2dz2 + �q2T 1A ; (2.44)where � = � + 2�; q2T = !22T � �2 + i� sign!; and q2L = !22L � �2 + i� sign!. Wesee that the matrix di�erential operator has the blok struture and therefore weexpet the Green's funtion, whih is its inverse, to have the same blok struture.However, this must be allowed by the boundary onditions that must be onsistent23



with suh a blok struture. This is true in our ase sine the boundary ondition(2.40) rewritten in the Fourier piture yieldsdG1j(z; z0; �; !)dz ����z=0 = 0 ; (2.45a)dG2j(z; z0; �; !)dz ����z=0 = �i�G3j(0; z0; �; !) ; (2.45b)(�+ 2�)dG3j(z; z0; �; !)dz ����z=0 = �i��G2j(0; z0; �; !) ; (2.45)and, thus, we have in fat two separate problems to �nd the Green's funtion. Oneis a 1-dimensional (i. e. salar) di�erential equation for G11 and the other a 2-dimensional (matrix) di�erential equation for the matrix onsisting of G22; G23; G32;and G33. All other omponents are identially zero.Tedious but straightforward alulations summarized in Appendix A yieldGR11(z; z0) = sign!2i �qT �eiqT sign!jz�z0j + e�iqT sign!(z+z0)� (2.46a)and�GR22 GR23GR32 GR33� (z; z0) =12i%!2(eiqLsign!jz�z0j� �2qL sign! � sign(z � z0)� sign(z � z0) qL sign! �+ eiqT sign!jz�z0j� qT sign! �� sign(z � z0)�� sign(z � z0) �2qT sign! �+ e�iqLsign!(z+z0) � q2T�2 � 1�2 � 4 qLqT�2� q2T�2 � 1�2 + 4 qLqT�2 ���2qL sign! ��� qL sign!�+ e�iqT sign!(z+z0) �q2T�2 � 1�2 � 4 qLqT�2�q2T�2 � 1�2 + 4 qLqT�2 �qT sign! ��� ��2qT sign!�+ e�i sign!(qLz+qT z0) 4 q2T�2 � 1� q2T�2 � 1�2 + 4 qLqT�2 �qT sign! ��� qLqT� qL sign!�+ e�i sign!(qT z+qLz0) 4 q2T�2 � 1� q2T�2 � 1�2 + 4 qLqT�2 �qT sign! qLqT�� qL sign!�)(2.46b)for all z; z0 � 0 and ~� = (0; � > 0) assumed everywhere.24



2.2.4 Radiation of point surfae dipole into halfspaeLet us now employ the results obtained in the previous setion to alulate thepower lost by radiation of a point dipole lying on the surfae of the semi-in�niteontinuum. To do so, we use an analogy of the relation (2.27) for our present ase.Sine the surfae is now present, we are interested in the quantitylimz!0�;z0!0� ZR2 d2~�(2�)2 GRij(~�; z; z0; !) ;where GRij(~�; z; z0; !) denotes the Green's funtion for the halfspae in a generalpoint of the ~�-plane. We must use the analogy of the relations (2.42) to express thatquantity by means of the values at speial points stated above. The limit annot beput into the integrand thanks to the o�-diagonal terms ontaining sign(z � z0), butwhen we �rst integrate over the angle variable ' in d2~�, the o�-diagonal terms vanishand the limit makes no problems. Let us denote by hGRij(�; z; z0; !)i the quantityR 2�0 d'2� GRij(�; '; z; z0; !), i. e. the omponents of the Green's funtion averaged overthe diretion of ~�. Sine GRij(�; '; z; z0; !) satisfy (2.42), we easily see thathGR11(�)i = hGR22(�)i = 12�GR11(0; �) +GR22(0; �)� ;hGR33(�)i = GR33(0; �) : (2.47)All other omponents of the averaged Green's funtion are zero. Taking the limit istrivial now and we �nally gethGR11(�; z = 0; z0 = 0; !)i = hGR22i = sign!2i  1�qT + qT%!2 � q2T�2 + 1�2�q2T�2 � 1�2 + 4 qLqT�2 ! ;hGR33(�; z = 0; z0 = 0; !)i = sign! qLi %!2 � q2T�2 + 1�2� q2T�2 � 1�2 + 4 qLqT�2 : (2.48)To obtain the �nal expression to be put into (2.27), we still have to integratehGRiji over �. We are searhing for the quantities R 1a0 d� �2� hGRij(�; z = 0; z0 = 0; !)i.Using � = %2T and hanging the integration variable from � to x = 2T�2!2 , we getZ 1a0 d� �2� hGR11(�)i = !8�i % 3T Z 2Ta2!20 dx� 1p1� x + p1� x(1� 2x)2 + 4xp1� xq� TL �2 � x� ;Z 1a0 d� �2� hGR33(�)i = !8�i % 3T Z 2Ta2!20 dx 2q� TL �2 � x(1� 2x)2 + 4xp1� xq� TL �2 � x : (2.49)25



The value of the integral for hGR22i is the same as that for hGR11i. Everywhere inthe integrand there should be understood that x ! x � i� sign!. More detailedanalysis of the integrals yields the following results. The values of these integralsare generally omplex numbers dependent on the upper integration limit and thusstill dependent on !. Their real parts, however, do not depend on the upper limitfor a small enough. The imaginary part depends on the upper limit as Ta! for smalla. This is an exat analogy with the ase of the unbound ontinuum. We maytherefore easily identify the terms orresponding to the radiative power exatly likein the previous ase. The only di�erene here is that the result is not totally isotropithanks to the presene of the surfae, but there are two di�erent terms. The �rstone is isotropi in the xy plane and the other orresponds to the z omponent (i.e. perpendiular to the surfae) of the driving fore. The result analogous to theequation (2.34) of the unbound ase now readsP rad(t) = 18� % 3T ��k � _f extx (t)2 + _f exty (t)2 �+ �? _f extz (t)2� ; (2.50)where�k = Re Z 10 dx� 1p1� x + p1� x(1� 2x)2 + 4xp1� xq� TL �2 � x� ;�? = Re Z 10 dx 2q�TL �2 � x(1� 2x)2 + 4xp1� xq� TL �2 � x : (2.51)
Using our interation Hamiltonian of an adpartile adsorbed on the surfae withtwo harmoni interation onstants giving rise to two di�erent frequenies !k; !?orresponding to the motions parallel and perpendiular to the surfae, respetively,instead of only one adsorbate frequeny !0, we may express the phononi ontribu-tion to the sliding frition oeÆients of the parallel and perpendiular motion ofthe adsorbate partile as followsphk = m8�%�!kT �3 !k �k ;ph? = m8�%�!?T �3 !? �? : (2.52)These results are the same as those by B. N. J. Persson [17℄. Let us now brieyomment on the method of evaluation of the integrals for the �'s. Seemingly, the realparts of the integrands are only nonzero for integration interval (0; 1). For higherx's the arguments appear to be purely imaginary. This is, however, not true as wemust always remember that x in the integrand is regularized by the substitution26



x ! x � i � sign!. This is not essential in the region x 2 (0; 1), but is neessary toonsider in the range x > 1 sine in this range the real parts of the denominators inthe integrands may beome zero. If this is the ase, the regularization presriptionyields a delta-peak ontribution to the integrand. The position of this delta-peakorresponds to the root of the ompliated denominator.These onsiderations may physially be explained neatly. The ontinuous dis-tribution in the range x 2 (0; 1) is due to the emission of bulk phonons whoseprojetions of the wavevetor onto the surfae plane ~� are allowed in the range(0; !L ) for longitudinal phonons and (0; !T ) for transverse ones (for a given !). AsL > T , these intervals transfer onto the x-axis as (0; �TL �2 < 1) and (0; 1). Novalues of � > !T (i. e. x > 1) are allowed for the bulk phonons. However, in thesituation of the ontinuum with surfae there exists yet another vibrational mode.This mode is given by surfae phonons loalized along the surfae. The veloity ofthis mode is smaller than the bulk ones and therefore for a given ! its wavevetorsare longer then any bulk projetions (i. e. xsurf > 1). Moreover, sine this modeis onstrained onto the surfae plane, the dispersion relation is also 2-dimensionaland this mode appears as delta funtion peak (orresponding to a unique dispersionrelation) in the surfae projeted density of phononi states that we are using inthese alulations. The ondition that the denominator equals zero is the same oneas the dispersion relation ondition for surfae Rayleigh waves in [22℄, Setion 3.4.If xsurf > 1 is the root of the denominator, the dispersion relation for the Rayleighwaves is ! = Tpxsurf j~�j. The phase veloity of this mode is thus surf = Tpxsurf < T .2.3 Projetion tehnique { perturbation theoryLet us now explore the behaviour of an adatom interating with a reservoir rep-resented by the phonon �eld in more detail than in the previous setion. We willuse the method of obtaining the master equation for the adatom's motion. In doingso, we will projet out of the Liouville equation for the density matrix of the om-plete system (adatom plus reservoir) the degrees of freedom of the reservoir. Wewill formulate the problem as generally as possible �rst and put our spei� modelHamiltonian into the obtained formulas after that.2.3.1 General formalismFirst, we set up the notation used in the following. Thus, let us assume that wehave two systems labeled by A (adatom) and R (reservoir). Their Hamiltoniansare ĤA(t) and ĤR, respetively, and the interation is Ĥint(t). We assume that thepart of the Hamiltonian orresponding to the reservoir is not time-dependent, butboth the other parts may expliitly depend on time. It is onvenient to employ27



the Dira or interation piture in our onsiderations. In this quantum-mehanialpiture all the operators are time-dependent and their evolution is governed by theunperturbed part of the Hamiltonian Ĥ0(t) = ĤA(t) + ĤR. The Liouville equationfor the density matrix ~�(t) of the omposite system in the interation representationreads d~�(t)dt = 1i~ [ ~Hint(t); ~�(t)℄ = i ~Lint(t)~�(t) : (2.53)From now on we will omit the hats over the quantum-mehanial operators, butkeep the tilde over them to remind us of the fat that they must be expressed in theinteration piture. The alligraphi sripts will denote the superoperators ating inthe vetor spae of ordinary quantum-mehanial operators. The ~Lint(t) denotes thetime-dependent interation Liouville superoperator in the Dira representation. Letus now follow the standard route of projetion tehniques (f. [23℄ or [24℄) to obtainthe projeted density matrix of the subsystem A only. If we have two omplementaryand mutually orthogonal superprojetors P and Q satisfying P2 = P;Q2 = Q;P +Q = 1; and P � Q = Q � P = 0, we may use the above Liouville equation to expressformally only the projeted part P ~�(t) of the full density matrix asdP ~�(t)dt = iP ~Lint(t)P ~�(t) + iP ~Lint(t)Q~�(t) ;dQ~�(t)dt = iQ ~Lint(t)P ~�(t) + iQ ~Lint(t)Q~�(t) : (2.54)Expressing the quantity Q~�(t) from the seond equation and inserting it into the�rst, we getQ~�(t) = Texp�iZ tt0 Q ~Lint(�) d��Q~�(t0)+ Z tt0 T exp�iZ t� Q ~Lint(�) d�� iQ ~Lint(�)P ~�(�) d�and dP ~�(t)dt = iP ~Lint(t)P ~�(t) + iP ~Lint(t) Texp�iZ tt0 Q ~Lint(�) d��Q~�(t0)+ iP ~Lint(t) Z tt0 Texp�iZ t� Q ~Lint(�) d�� iQ ~Lint(�)P ~�(�) d� : (2.55)Now we selet the form of the projetor P. It will at on an arbitrary operator f̂ inthe Hilbert spae of the adpartile and reservoir asP f̂ = �̂anR 
 TrR f̂ ; (2.56)28



where �̂anR = e��ĤR=TrRe��ĤR is the anonial density matrix of the reservoir andthus is an operator in the Hilbert spae of the reservoir, while the partial traeis still an operator in the Hilbert spae of the adatom. If the initial time densityoperator separates ~�(t0) � �(t0) = �anR 
�A(t0) (we assume that the interation andShr}odinger piture oinide at t0), the seond term in (2.55) vanishes. Furthermore,the �rst term may be simpli�ed as followsiP ~Lint(t)P ~�(t) = i�anR TrR� ~Lint(t) �anR TrR ~�(t)�= 1i~ TrR� ~Hint(t)�anR ��anR TrR ~�(t)� 1i~�anR TrR ~�(t) TrR��anR ~Hint(t)�= i ~LMFint (t)P ~�(t) : (2.57)The \mean-�eld" Liouvillian only ats in the adpartile subspae and is de�ned asi ~LMFint (t)P ~�(t) = 1i~� ~HMFint (t);P ~�(t)� (2.58a)with ~HMFint (t) = TrR��anR ~Hint(t)� = TrR� ~Hint(t)�anR � : (2.58b)We may freely assume that ~HMFint (t) equals zero sine if it does not we an inludeit into HA(t) to get rid of this term. With this assumption and within the seondorder of the perturbation theory (Born approximation) in Hint(t), we obtaindP ~�(t)dt = � Z tt0 d�P ~Lint(t) ~Lint(�)P ~�(�) : (2.59)De�ning ~�(t) � TrR ~�(t), we get �nallyd~�(t)dt = � 1~2 Z tt0 d� TrR�� ~Hint(t); � ~Hint(�); �anR ~�(�)��� : (2.60)2.3.2 Solution of the modelNow, we will utilize the above general expression for our model. First, we shouldhek that the interation term (2.1d) does not produe non-zero mean-�eld Hamil-tonian as supposed above or we should add this mean-�eld term to the adatom partof the total Hamiltonian. The interation part in the Dira piture reads~Hint(t) = 3Xi=1�m!2ii2 ~ui(0; t)2 +m!2ii �udi (t)� ~xi(t)� ~ui(0; t)� ; (2.61)29



with ~xi(t); ~ui(0; t) being the oordinates operators of the adatom and phonons, re-spetively, in the Dira piture. Their time dependene is given by the free evolutionaording to Ĥads(t) and Ĥsub, respetively. The interation term proportional to~ui(0; t)2 produes a non-zero mean-�eld interation, however, this mean-�eld oper-ator ats as a unity operator in the adatom subspae and, thus, may be omitted.Moreover, due to the averages over the anonial state of the reservoir in (2.60), thequadrati (in ~ui(0; t)) interation term does not mix with the linear one in (2.60)and, in addition, the ontribution of the quadrati term used twie in (2.60) alsovanishes. Therefore, we only need to onsider the seond (linear in ~ui(0; t)) inter-ation term in that equation. If we put P3i=1m!2ii �udi (t)� xi� ui(0) into (2.60), weobtaind~�(t)dt = �m2~2 3Xi;j=1!2ii!2jj Z tt0 d�hCij(t� �)�~xi(t)~xj(�)~�(�)� ~xj(�)~�(�)~xi(t)�+Cji(� � t)��̂(�)~xj(�)~xi(t)� ~xi(t)~�(�)~xj(�)�+�Cij(t� �)� Cji(� � t)��~xi(t)~�(�)� ~�(�)~xi(t)�udj(0; �)i ; (2.62)
where Cij(t) = Trsub��ansub ~ui(~r = 0; t)~uj(~r 0 = 0; 0)� are the orrelation funtions ofthe phonon �eld. At this point we are ready to derive the equation of motion ofthe adpartile, more preisely, the equation of motion for the mean value of theadpartile's oordinate ~x(t) = Trads�~~x(t)~�(t)�. We �nd_xi(t) = Trads� _~xi(t)~�(t)�+ Trads�~xi(t) _~�(t)�= pi(t)m ; (2.63)_pi(t) = Trads� _~pi(t)~�(t)�+ Trads�~pi(t) _~�(t)�= �m!2ii�xi(t)� udi (t)��m2!2ii 3Xj=1 !2jj Z tt0 d�GRij(0; 0; t� �)�xj(t)� udj(t)� ;(2.64)where dots denote time derivatives and the retarded Green's funtionGRij(~r; ~r 0; t) = 1i~
~ui(~r; t)~uj(~r 0; 0)� ~uj(~r 0; 0)ui(~r; t)��(t) (2.65)of the phonon �eld has been introdued. The brakets denote the thermal averageover the anoni state of the phonon �eld reservoir. In the above derivation, we usedthe equal-time ommutation relations for ~xi(t) and ~pj(t).30



Now, let us reformulate the above pair of equations into one equation for themean value of position only. We introdue a new quantity ~Q(t) = ~x(t) � ~u d(t)whih has the meaning of the mean deviation of the osillator oordinate from itspotential minimum that moves together with ~u d(t). Moreover, we will extend thetime integration limits from �1 to1. The �rst limit means that we are interestedin the stationary behaviour of the system only and, therefore, put the initial timepoint into in�nite past so that all transients are over, the seond limit has no e�etas the Green's funtion is identially zero for � > t. Our �nal result reads�Qi(t) +m!2ii 3Xj=1 !2jj Z 1�1 d�GRij(0; 0; t� �)Qj(�) + !2iiQi(t) = ��udi (t) : (2.66)If the driving is absent, we get the same equation for xi(t) with zero right hand side.Thus, we an see the physial meaning of the above result. In the presene of thedriving fore, the osillator moves within its potential well whose position is hangingdue to the driven movement of the osillator equilibrium position. The frequenyand frition oeÆient are the same as in the free (non-driven) ase, but there isadditionally the driving fore due to the non-inertial e�ets that simply equals theinertial aeleration aused by the driven movement of the referene frame. This isthe example of the Galilean transformation features promised at the beginning ofthe hapter.The inuene of the phononi reservoir on the adatom motion results in theterm involving the retarded Green's funtion of the phonon �eld evaluated in ~r = 0and ~r 0 = 0. We already enountered the same quantity in the phenomenologialapproah in Se. 2.2.4. Namely, GRij(0; 0; !) is evaluated in (2.49). A part of thedisussion on the evaluation of these integrals onerning mainly their real parts ispresented just after that equation. As for the imaginary parts, one should note thatthe integrals are divergent as p�, where � is the upper integral limit. This leads tothe following equation of motion for the adatom�Qi(t) + phii _Qi(t) + �!2ii � m!4iiZii8�%2Ta�Qi(t) = ��udi (t) ; (2.67)where the frition oeÆients are given by (2.52) with (2.51) and the renormalizationonstants Zii areZk = �a!T ImZ 2Ta2!20 dx� 1p1� x + p1� x(1� 2x)2 + 4xp1� xq�TL �2 � x� ;(2.68)Z? = �a!T ImZ 2Ta2!20 dx 2q�TL �2 � x(1� 2x)2 + 4xp1� xq� TL �2 � x : (2.69)31



Again, everywhere in the integrands there should be understood that x ! x �i� sign!. We assume that the fration Ta! is large enough so that all the above in-tegrals do not depend on it and Zii's are onstants with respet to ! and a. Thisassumption is equivalent to saying that the relevant adatom motion frequeny rep-resented by ! is small enough ompared with the Debye frequeny of the substrateassessed by Ta , whih is indeed the ondition of the appliability of the ontinuumdesription of the substrate. In the ase of �'s, we already expliitly expressed thisassumption by replaing the upper integration limit by in�nity sine the integrandhas ompat support (f. (2.51)). Moreover, a loser inspetion of the integrals in-volved shows that Zii's are positive numbers dependent (in the limit spei�ed above)on the ratio TL only, namely, Zii � 21�( TL )2 .One an see that the interation with the reservoir auses the frition fore ex-erted on the adatom as well as the hange of the osillator eigenfrequeny. Theeigenfrequeny was renormalized by the interation with the phonon �eld. Theparameters !ii are to be �tted so as to yield orret values of the physial (renor-malized) frequenies !rii2 = !2ii �1� m!2iiZii8�%2T a �. The above alulation is, however,perturbative and, therefore, valid only to the seond order in the interation termbetween the osillator and the phonon �eld. Within this order of the perturbationtheory, we should also replae the bare frequenies by the physial ones in all thephysial quantities, namely, in the expression for phii = m!4ii8��3T �ii. Within the seondorder of the perturbation theory, the quantity !ii in phii is simply replaed by !riibeause the phii itself is already alulated in the seond order. Therefore, our pre-vious results are orret if the bare frequeny is replaed by the renormalized one.The phenomenologial approah used before only gave us the frition oeÆients,while the renormalization of the eigenfrequenies is omitted in this approah. How-ever, when the frequenies in the phenomenologial result are onsidered to be thephysial ones, this approah yields results orret even from the mirosopi pointof view.2.4 Conluding remarksWe alulated the frition oeÆient and the e�etive equation of motion of theadsorbate in a partiular model whih was an extension of the model onsideredoriginally by Persson and Rydberg [17℄ to the QCM experiment setup with thevibrating substrate. The phononi (or lattie) degrees of freedom were only onsid-ered in this model. On the other hand, the simple form of the interation and theharmoni approximation used to desribe the substrate phononi degrees of freedomenabled us to alulate exatly the relevant substrate response given by the retardedGreen's funtion of the phonon �eld at the interation site.32



We illustrated two methods, namely, the phenomenologial one stemming fromthe energy onservation argument and a simple perturbative projetion tehnique.The phenomenologial method learly identi�es the relevant mehanism ausingfrition | it is the irreversibility of the radiation of the adsorbate energy into thesubstrate mediated by the phonons outgoing into the bulk of the substrate whihis responsible for the appearane of the irreversible frition fore. The projetionmethod whih lies on the more rigorous grounds of the quantummehanial approahonly add to the results obtained by the phenomenology the renormalization of thebare adsorbate frequenies present in the e�etive equation of motion. The fritionoeÆients were obtained orretly already at the phenomenologial level.Both the methods used the retarded Green's funtion of the phonon �eld as themost relevant quantity. This quantity was alulated with the help of the surfaeGreen's funtion method, namely, a triky approah whih employs an ansatz formof the Green's funtion satisfying the surfae boundary onditions in terms of theGreen's funtion in the unrestrited spae. This shortut method, although rathersimple and straightforward, is not, to our knowledge, ommonly known and no ref-erene to it was found. It enables to solve the boundary ondition problems in termsof the unrestrited solutions very eÆiently and may be onsidered as a non-trivialtehnial ontribution of this hapter. The knowledge of the retarded phononiGreen's funtion itself ould be useful also in other physial ases. Moreover, theidenti�ation of the retarded Green's funtion of the �eld interating with the ad-sorbate as the relevant quantity yielding the frition oeÆient is of general validityas will be exempli�ed in the next hapter onerning the eletroni ontribution tothe frition fore. The previous solutions of problems of this sort ([17, 18℄) usedthe eigenmode expansion of the phonon �elds, whih method is not as general andpowerful as the one using the Green's funtions, although the �nal results obtainedby the both are the same.It would be in priniple possible to use other theoretial methods mentionedin Introdution to solve this problem. In partiular, due to the linear oupling ofthe phonon �eld and the harmoni approximation used for its desription, it wouldpossible to �nd the exat solution of the problem. However, the loal oupling ofthe phonon �eld to the adsorbate (interation term ontains ~̂u(~r = 0)) and the on-tinuum desription of the substrate makes the problem pathologial (the Æ-funtionimpurity in three dimensions is an unstable problem without the ground state) andone should onsider a better spei�ed disrete model. If the harmoni approxima-tion and the linear oupling were preserved, the model would be still exatly soluble.However, the exat results would depend on the spei� nature of the model on-sidered and only the perturbative expansion of the exat results in the ouplingstrength is expeted to reprodue the model-independent results obtained here (f.[17℄). Nevertheless, suh disrete models should indeed be onsidered to desriberealisti physial situations. 33



Chapter 3Eletroni frition fore:adsorbates with dispersiveinteration
3.1 Introdution to the eletroni frition oneptIn this hapter, we will disuss the part of the eletroni ontribution to the miro-sopi frition oeÆient whih is due to the dispersive interation. This disussionwill mainly have the form of review of the present results onerning the variousaspets of the evaluation of the eletroni part of the frition fore. A unifyingapproah to plenty of methods urrently employed will be used to give a generaltheoretial and oneptual framework to many of them. At the end, new resultsby the author onerning the problem of the eletroni frition oeÆient above asuperonduting substrate are presented, and this problem, whih is still open, ismore thoroughly disussed.First, let us briey review the onept of the eletroni frition. The bond ofthe adsorbates to the substrate is aused by the eletroni degrees of freedom ofboth of them. Aording to the eletroni nature of the bond, the two qualitativeases are usually distinguished, namely, the hemisorption and the physisorptionases. In the hemisorption ases, the oupling is basially of the hemial origin,i. e. the eletroni harge distributions of the adsorbate and substrate are mixed,resulting in the hemial bond. Two sublasses are further onsidered enompassingthe ovalent and the ioni bond. From the point of view important for us, they di�ermainly in the amount of the harge transfer between the adsorbate and substrate.In the ioni ase, the adsorbate is partially harged and the bonding fore is dueto the Coulomb interation of the harge with the substrate. In the ovalent ase,the adsorbate is not harged and the bonding interation is of a purely quantummehanial origin. This is a limit desription sine in all realisti ases both the34



aspets are involved. Moreover, in all the ases (inluding the physisorption) thetruly quantum-mehanial repulsive fore aused by the overlapping of the eletronidensities (the Pauli repulsion) is always present. In the physisorption ase, theharge distributions of the adsorbate and substrate do not mix and the attrativefore is only due to the quantum utuations of the eletroni densities (the van derWaals oupling).By the term dispersive interation we mean the part of the interation respon-sible for the attrative fore between adsorbate and substrate, whih is aused bythe Coulomb interation. This enompasses the ases of the van der Waals andioni oupling. In the van der Waals oupling, the attrative fore is aused bythe Coulomb interation of the quantum utuations of the harge densities of theadsorbate and substrate. In the ases whih are lassi�ed as ioni the adsorbate iseither partially harged or has a permanent dipole moment and these �xed lassi-al harge distributions interat via the Coulomb �eld with the substrate eletronidegrees of freedom. The problem of �nding the frition fore for these kinds ofadsorbates means to �nd the generalization of the fore to the nonstationary aseswhen the adsorbate moves with respet to the substrate. For a small veloity of themovement we expet that the attrative fore remains the same while a dissipativefore linear in the veloity appears. The evaluation of this fore for the variousphysial setups as well as the justi�ation of the above piture is the task of thetheory of the eletroni frition.The ase of the ovalent bond is more ompliated and will not be onsidered inour disussion. The bond in this ase is of purely quantum-mehanial origin and thedivision of the interation into the attrative part due to the Coulomb interationand the Pauli repulsion is quite meaningless. Instead, the whole quantum mehan-ial bond is usually treated by the model desription by the Anderson-Newns-likeHamiltonian and the evaluation of the frition fore is done at this model level. Thiskind of solutions is rather di�erent from the one used by us here and it onstitutesanother branh of the theoretial tehniques. Moreover, our physial motivation ismainly by the physisorption ases. An overview of tehniques used in various ad-sorption ases is given in [9℄. Here, we will fous exlusively on the ases where thediret Coulomb attrative interation plays a role.The other part of the bonding interation due to the Pauli repulsion is alsoexpeted to produe the dissipative omponent of the fore in the non-stationarysituation. However, this part of the eletroni frition fore is usually not onsidered.There is just one reent referene to the work by Sokolo� [13℄ in whih the Paulirepulsion part of the frition fore was modeled by the hard-sphere sattering of thesubstrate eletrons from the hard ore of the adsorbate atom. The additivity of thetwo ontributions is a reasonable assumption in the physisorption ase. Anyway,a better and more onsistent desription of the relation between the nature of theadsorption bond and the resulting frition fore would be de�nitely helpful for the35



more realisti alulations. This question has not been addressed yet properly andthe answer to it would substantially improve the whole theory of the mirosopifrition.3.2 Linear response theoryHere, we present a simple generi model desribing the interation of an adatom withthe substrate eletroni degrees of freedom, using the Coulomb oupling. Namely,we use the following HamiltonianĤ(t) = Ĥads + Ĥsub + Ĥint(t) ; (3.1a)where Ĥads denotes the Hamiltonian of the free dynamis of the adsorbate's hargedistribution, while Ĥsub orresponds to the free eletroni dynamis of the substrate.Ĥint(t) is interation term readingĤint(t) = Z d3~r Z d3~r 0 �̂ads(~r; t)VC(~r � ~r 0)�̂sub(~r 0) (3.1b)with �̂ads(~r; t) = �̂ads(~r � ~rd(t)) (3.1)being the expliitly time-dependent driven adsorbate harge distribution andVC(~r � ~r 0) = 14�j~r � ~r 0j (3.1d)the Coulomb potential. We may also use the above interation Hamiltonian toexpress the operator of the fore ating between the two harge distributions, i. e.the fore exerted by the substrate on the adsorbate. This fore operator is given bythe eletrostatis relation~̂F (t) = Z d3~r Z d3~r 0 �̂ads(~r; t)��r~rVC(~r � ~r 0)��̂sub(~r 0) : (3.2)In the Dira or interation piture we get for the mean value of the fore~F (t) = D ~̂F (t)E = �~Texp� i~ Z t�1 d� ~Hint(�)� ~~F (t) Texp�� i~ Z t�1 d� ~Hint(�)�� ;(3.3)whih redues in the �rst order of the perturbation theory in Ĥint(t) to~F (t) = Z t�1 d� 1i~ Dh ~~F (t); ~Hint(�)iE : (3.4)36



This is an analog of the Kubo formula where the external driving is hidden in the~Hint(�) term. In what follows, we will disuss this �rst order term in detail. Usingit, we may derive with the help of various further approximation in the ourse ofthe derivation most of the so far published results. After that, we will also brieyomment on the higher order terms.3.2.1 Adsorbates with lassial harge distributionsFirst, let us assume that the harge distribution assoiated with the adsorbate islassial (orresponds to the ioni bond), whih means that this distribution hasno dynamis. This is formally expressed in our formalism by replaing the oper-ator �̂ads(~r; t) by the -number funtion. The quantum-mehanial dynamis onlyremains in the substrate part of the Hamiltonian. Then the above linear responserelation may be expanded as~F (t) = Z t�1 d� Z d3~r d3~r 0 d3~r1 d3~r2 �ads(~r; t) ��r~rVC(~r � ~r1)��1i~
�~�sub(~r1; t); ~�sub(~r2; �)��VC(~r2 � ~r 0) �ads(~r 0; �) : (3.5)We see that the only quantum-mehanial objet involved is the retarded Green'sfuntion of the substrate harge utuations. Namely, the evaluation of the retardeddieletri response funtion�R(~r; ~r 0; t� �) = 1i~
�~�sub(~r; t); ~�sub(~r 0; �)���(t� �) (3.6)plays the dominant role in the problem presently onsidered. The time dependeneof the harge-density operators is given by the substrate part of the Hamiltonianexlusively and brakets h�i denote the thermal average over the anonial state ofthe substrate eletroni degrees of freedom. It is onvenient to inlude the Coulombinterations in (3.5) to the de�nition of the entral objet of our interest. Thus, wede�ne the Coulomb Green's funtionGRC(~r; ~r 0; t� �) = Z d3~r1 Z d3~r2 VC(~r � ~r1)�R(~r1; ~r2; t� �)VC(~r2 � ~r 0)= 1i~
�~�sub(~r; t); ~�sub(~r 0; �)���(t� �) ; (3.7a)where the Coulomb �eld operator ~�sub(~r; t) produed by the substrate harge distri-bution is given by ~�sub(~r; t) = Z d3~r 0VC(~r � ~r 0)~�sub(~r 0; t) : (3.7b)37



This quantity may be regarded as the dressed part of the Green's funtion of theCoulomb �eld due to the interation with the eletroni degrees of freedom of thesubstrate. The bare Coulomb Green's funtion is just the Coulomb interationpotential (3.1d) (f. [25℄, [26℄). The Coulomb Green's funtion is ruial in most ofeletroni frition alulations and will be the subjet of the subsequent disussions.However, we derive the mirosopi frition oeÆient of the eletroni frition �rst,using the assumed knowledge of the Coulomb Green's funtion and Eq. (3.5). It anbe rewritten in the form~F (t) = Z t�1 d� Z d3~r Z d3~r 0�ads(~r; t) ��r~rGRC(~r; ~r 0; t� �)� �ads(~r 0; �) : (3.8)Using (3.1) and shift in integration variables, we ome to the result~F (t) = Z t�1 d� Z d3~r Z d3~r 0�ads(~r) ��r~rGRC(~r + ~rd(t); ~r 0 + ~rd(�); t� �)� �ads(~r 0) ;(3.9)whih is the starting point for further manipulations. In order to �nd the linearfrition oeÆient, we expand the Green's funtion in the seond spatial argumentaround the point ~r 0 + ~rd(t). That is, we make the expansion~F (t) = Z t�1d� Z d3~r Z d3~r 0�ads(~r)��r~r GRC(~r + ~rd(t); ~r 0 + ~rd(t) + (~rd(�)� ~rd(t)); t� �)� �ads(~r 0)= Z t�1d� Z d3~r Z d3~r 0�ads(~r) ��r~rGRC(~r + ~rd(t); ~r 0 + ~rd(t); t� �)� �ads(~r 0)+ Z t�1d� Z d3~r Z d3~r 0�ads(~r) �r~rr~r 0 GRC(~r + ~rd(t); ~r 0 + ~rd(t); t� �)��ads(~r 0) � �~rd(t)� ~rd(�)� + � � � (3.10)The �rst term in the expansion desribes the immediate (stati) fore betweenthe adsorbate and substrate. This is the usual image-harge attrative fore onthe harge above a dieletri surfae. The fore is expliitly time-dependent onlythrough the immediate position of the adsorbate as~Fimage(~rd(t)) = Z t�1 d� Z d3~r Z d3~r 0�ads(~r)��r~r GRC(~r + ~rd(t); ~r 0 + ~rd(t); t� �)� �ads(~r 0)= lim!!0 Z d3~r Z d3~r 0�ads(~r) ��r~rGRC(~r + ~rd(t); ~r 0 + ~rd(t);!)��ads(~r 0) ;(3.11)38



where we have introdued the Fourier transform of the Coulomb Green's funtionGRC(~r; ~r 0;!) = Z 1�1 dtGRC(~r; ~r 0; t) ei!t : (3.12)The seond order term in (3.10) orresponds to the frition fore linear in veloityof the adsorbate. In this ase, the fore is a funtional of the whole history of themovement of the adsorbate. By employing the following shortut notation$G(~rd(t); t��) = Z d3~r Z d3~r 0�ads(~r) �r~rr~r 0 GRC(~r+~rd(t); ~r 0+~rd(t); t��)� �ads(~r 0) ;(3.13)we get for the linear frition fore (by the argument f~rdg we want to stress that thefrition fore is in priniple a funtional of the whole adsorbate trajetory)~Ffrition(f~rdg; t) = Z t�1 d� $G(~rd(t); t� �) � �~rd(t)� ~rd(�)�= Z t�1 d� $G(~rd(t); t� �) � Z t� d�~vd(�)= Z t�1 d� $�(~rd(t); t� �) � ~vd(�) + $�(~rd(t); t� �) � Z t� d�~vd(�)����t�=�1= Z t�1 d� $�(~rd(t); t� �) � ~vd(�) (3.14a)with $�(~rd(t); t� �) = Z 1t�� d�$G(~rd(t); �) (3.14b)being the retarded linear frition oeÆient kernel whih is expliitly dependent onthe atual adsorbate partile position and whih has in general non-zero memory.It is expliitly given by$�(~r; t) = Z 1t d� Z d3~r1 Z d3~r2 �ads(~r1) �r~r1 r~r2 GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r; �)� �ads(~r2) :(3.15)Thus, the frition fore exerted by the substrate on the adsorbate at the position~rd(t) with the veloity ~vd(t) is given by the onvolution equation~Ffrition(f~rdg; t) = Z 10 d� $�(~rd(t); �) � ~vd(t� �) ; (3.16)whih may be further simpli�ed in some speial ases. First, let us onsider thesituation when the veloity of the adsorbate movement is hanging slowly ompared39



with the harateristi time sale of the frition kernel, the extreme example of whihis the onstant veloity motion. Then we may use theMarkovian approximation andexpand ~vd(t� �) around � = 0. This yields already in the zeroth order~Ffrition(f~rdg; t) � Z 10 d� $�(~rd(t); �) � ~vd(t) = �$ (~rd(t)) � ~vd(t) ; (3.17)with the linear frition oeÆient being given by$ (~r) = � Z 10 d� $�(~r; �) = � Z 10 d� Z 1� d�$G(~r; �)= � Z 10 d� � $G(~r; �) = � lim!!0 did!$G(~r;!) = � lim!!0 dd!=$G(~r;!)= Z d3~r1 Z d3~r2 �ads(~r1)�� lim!!0 dd!r~r1 r~r2 =GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r;!)� �ads(~r2) :(3.18)Seond, it is possible to exatly evaluate the frition fore for the harmoni motionof the adsorbate. Suppose that ~vd(t) = ~v0 os!dt and ~rd(t) = ~r0 sin!dt = ~v0!d sin!dt.Then the expression for the frition fore may be reformulated as~Ffrition(f~rdg; t) = �$G(~rd(t);! ! 0)�<$G(~rd(t);!d)� �~rd(t) + 1!d=$G(~rd(t);!d) �~vd(t) :(3.19)The seond term yields the memory-less frition fore linear in veloity, while the�rst one (not present in the Markovian approximation) represents a reative forewhih aounts for the fat that the interation of the adsorbate with the substratereates an e�etive potential for the adsorbate movement. In fat, in this asewe got that adsorbate motion indues a harmoni potential, i. e. we obtained therenormalization of the lateral motion eigenfrequeny from zero to a non-zero value.The steady motion ase is obtained from this harmoni one by taking the limit!d ! 0, and we see that we fully reover the Markovian results | the e�etivepotential vanishes and the frition oeÆient is again given by (3.18).3.2.2 Adsorbates with quantum-utuating harge distribu-tionsNow, we return to the ase when both the harge distributions involved have theirown quantum-mehanial dynamis (physisorption ases). In this ase, we have togo bak to Eq. (3.4). The mean value of the fore may be expressed as~F (t) = � Z t�1 d� Z d3~r d3~r 01i~
�~�ads(~r; t;~rd(t))r~r ~�sub(~r; t); ~�ads(~r 0; � ;~rd(�))~�sub(~r 0; �)�� : (3.20)40



We expliitly indiated the dependene of ~�ads(~r; t;~rd(t)) on ~rd(t) (f. (3.1)). The\other part" of its time dependene stems from the free quantum dynamis of theadsorbate harge governed by Ĥads in the Dira piture. By employing (3.1) andshifting the integration variables ~r; ~r 0, we ome to the formula~F (t) = � Z t�1 d� Z d3~r d3~r 01i~
�~�ads(~r; t)r~r ~�sub(~r + ~rd(t); t); ~�ads(~r 0; �)~�sub(~r 0 + ~rd(�); �)�� (3.21)in whih the time dependene of ~�ads(~r; t) is exlusively due to the free quantumevolution aording to Ĥads and h�i means the averaging over the anonial stateof free adsorbate and substrate. Now, we an repeat the expansion of the seondCoulomb �eld around ~rd(t) and, following the analogous derivation as in the previousase, we get for the frition kernel (in analogy with Eq. (3.15))$�ut(~r; t) = Z 1t d� Z d3~r1 d3~r21i~
�~�ads(~r1; �)r~r1 ~�sub(~r1 + ~r; �); ~�ads(~r2; 0)r~r2 ~�sub(~r2 + ~r; 0)�� ; (3.22)whih yields in the Markovian approximation the linear frition oeÆient$ ut(~r) =� Z d3~r1 d3~r2 lim!!0 dd!= Z 10 dtei!t �1i~
�~�ads(~r1; t)r~r1 ~�sub(~r1 + ~r; t); ~�ads(~r2; 0)r~r2 ~�sub(~r2 + ~r; 0)�� : (3.23)To simplify further this formula, we use the identity�~�ads(~r; t) ~�sub(~r1; t); ~�ads(~r 0; 0)~�sub(~r2; 0)�= 12�~�ads(~r; t); ~�ads(~r 0; 0)	�~�sub(~r1; t); ~�sub(~r2; 0)�+ 12�~�ads(~r; t); ~�ads(~r 0; 0)��~�sub(~r1; t); ~�sub(~r2; 0)	 ; (3.24)
where f�; �g denotes the antiommutator and where the ommutativity of ~�ads(~r; t)and ~�sub(~r 0; t0) and thus also of ~�sub(~r1; t0) has been used. Next, we perform theFourier transform of the above equation with respet to t, use the onvolution in41



the Fourier piture, and utilize the utuation-dissipation theoremZ 1�1dtei!t
�~�ads(~r; t); ~�ads(~r 0; 0)	� = � ~2� oth ~!2kBT =�R��(~r; ~r 0;!)= � ~2� oth ~!2kBT = Z 10 dtei!t 1i~
�~�ads(~r; t); ~�ads(~r 0; 0)�� (3.25a)Z 1�1dtei!t
�~�sub(~r1; t); ~�sub(~r2; 0)	� = � ~2� oth ~!2kBT =GRC(~r1; ~r2;!)= � ~2� oth ~!2kBT = Z 10 dtei!t 1i~
�~�sub(~r1; t); ~�sub(~r2; 0)�� (3.25b)whih onnets the antiommutator response (utuations) with the imaginary partof the ommutator response (dissipation). Thus, we obtain$ ut(~r) = ~4� Z d3~r1 d3~r2 lim!!0 dd!= Z 1�1 d
2��oth ~
2kBT =�R��(~r1; ~r2; 
)r~r1r~r2GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r;! � 
)+ oth ~(! � 
)2kBT �R��(~r1; ~r2; 
)r~r1r~r2=GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r;! � 
)� : (3.26)
The integral over auxiliary frequenies may be hanged into the integral over positive(physial) frequenies only, yieldinglim!!0 dd!= Z 1�1 d
2� � oth ~
2kBT =�R��(~r1; ~r2; 
)r~r1r~r2GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r;! � 
)+oth ~(! � 
)2kBT �R��(~r1; ~r2; 
)r~r1r~r2=GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r;! � 
)�= lim!!0 dd! Z 10 d
2� � oth ~
2kBT =�R��(~r1; ~r2; 
)�r~r1r~r2=GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r;! � 
)+r~r1r~r2=GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r;! + 
)�+ =�R��(~r1; ~r2; 
) ��oth ~(! � 
)2kBT r~r1r~r2=GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r;! � 
)� oth ~(! + 
)2kBT r~r1r~r2=GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r;! + 
)��= 2 Z 10 d
2� �� dd
 oth ~
2kBT �=�R��(~r1; ~r2; 
)r~r1r~r2=GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r; 
) :(3.27)In the derivation, we made use of the property that the imaginary parts of retardedresponses are odd funtions of the frequeny. Finally, we may summarize our result42



for the utuational frition oeÆient$ ut(~r) = ~2� Z 10 d
2� �� dd
 oth ~
2kBT � Z d3~r1 d3~r2=�R��(~r1; ~r2; 
)r~r1r~r2=GRC(~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r; 
) : (3.28)3.3 Review of resultsNow, we will utilize the obtained results to illustrate their usage for various physialset-ups. Namely, we will present several di�erent treatments found in the literaturefrom our unifying point of view and will give the examples of results for the or-responding frition oeÆients. Di�erent approahes to the eletroni frition usedi�erent hoies of the harge distributions and/or approximations to evaluate theresponse funtions. First, let us onsider the ase of point-like adsorbates with eitherlassial or quantum-utuating harge distributions. Suh situations were studiedin the ontext of a Brownian motion model of an ion above a jellium substrate(Shaih [27℄ and Ferrell et al. [28℄), for ions and atoms above jellium treated bythe density funtional (Liebsh [29℄), for a normal metal substrate with impurities(Tomassone and Widom [26℄), and then for a superonduting substrate (Novotn�yand Velik�y [30℄ and Sokolo� et al. [31℄). The adsorbate harge distributions onsid-ered in the paper by Tomassone and Widom [26℄ were: an ion with the harge Ze,a point-like lassial dipole with the dipole moment ~p, and �nally an atom with theutuating quantum mehanial dipole with the polarizability $�(!). The respetivefrition oeÆients are then given simply by$ (Z)(~r) = �Z2e2 lim!!0 dd! lim~r!~r 0r~rr~r 0 =GRC(~r; ~r 0;!) ; (3.29a)$ (~p)(~r) = � lim!!0 dd! lim~r!~r 0r~rr~r 0 (~p � r~r)(~p � r~r 0)=GRC(~r; ~r 0;!) ; (3.29b)$ (QM)(~r) = ~2� Z 10 d
2� �� dd
 oth ~
2kBT �lim~r!~r 0r~r � =$�(
) � r~r 0r~rr~r 0=GRC(~r; ~r 0; 
) : (3.29)These results are essentially idential in all the papers even though the approahes,derivations, and the formalisms used are di�erent. It remains to alulate theCoulomb Green's funtion whih mirosopially desribes the surfae response ofthe substrate to a perturbation aused by the adsorbate movement. This is theentral task in the solution of the problem.In the paper by Tomassone and Widom [26℄, a simple phenomenologial formof the surfae response of a at metal substrate was used. Namely, the substrateproperties were modeled by approximating the Coulomb Green's funtion in the43



image-harge form, readingGRC(~r; ~r 0;!) = �"(!)� 1"(!) + 1 1Rimage (3.30)with Rimage = j~r� ~r 0imagej, where ~r 0image is the mirror image of ~r 0 made by the (at)surfae plane and "(!) is the loal permitivity of the substrate. It an be expressedin terms of the loal ondutivity as"(!) = 1 + i�(!)!"0 : (3.31)In this approximation, we get in the ase of the lateral motion of the adsorbate inthe height h above a normal metal (�(!) � � = onst) onsidered in [26℄ for thelateral frition oeÆient of an ion(Z)k (h) � (Z)xx (h) = (Z)yy (h) = Z2e2"04�h3 : (3.32)The permanent and quantum-utuating dipole ases are evaluated in a similarmanner yielding more ompliated formulas found in [26℄.The image-harge form of the Coulomb Green's funtion was also used in thetreatment of the van der Waals frition above superonduting substrate motivatedby the measurements by Krim et al. In this ase, the simple two-uid model ofthe superondutor response was employed, yielding the sudden drop of fritionoeÆient at the ritial temperature. We will present a more detailed disussionon this topi in the next setion of this hapter.In other papers, a more fundamental approahes to the evaluation of the surfaeresponse were hosen. Shaih [27℄ and Liebsh [29℄ used the jellium model witha surfae and alulated the surfae response, using the RPA and time-dependentdensity funtional theory, respetively. Yet another method was employed by Ferrellet al. [28℄. They evaluated the surfae response of the substrate from a non-loalbulk dieletri funtion, using the speular reetion model.In any ase, for a at surfae, i. e. laterally translationally invariant, of thesubstrate oupying the halfspae z � 0, we an write with the help of VC(q; z; z0) =2�q e�qjz�z0j for the lateral Fourier transform of the Coulomb Green's funtion (3.7a)GRC(q; z; z0;!) = �2�q e�q(z+z0)g(q;!) (3.33)with g(q;!) = �2�q Z d2~rk Z 0�1 dz Z 0�1 dz0eqz+qz0�i~q�~rk�(~rk; z; z0;!) (3.34)44



being the surfae response funtion [32, 33, 29℄. Then the result (3.29) for thefrition oeÆient of, e. g. an ion above the surfae an be reformulated in thefollowing manner (Z)? (h) = Z2e2 lim!!0 1! Z 10 dqq2e�2qh=g(q;!) ; (3.35)(Z)k (h) = (Z)? (h)2 : (3.36)The knowledge of the surfae response funtion is thus suÆient for determiningthe mirosopi frition oeÆient. Its alulation is quite a diÆult numerial taskeven in the simplest possible model onsisting of a jellium surfae [32, 29℄. However,it is possible to make reasonable approximations for it. The simplest one onsist inreplaing its values by its long-wavelength limit (q ! 0) only. In this approximationthe surfae response redues to the familiar image-harge form of Tomassone andWidom [26℄ gIC(q;!) � limq!0 g(q;!) = "(!)� 1"(!) + 1 : (3.37)This approximation is preise for the substrate with a loal dieletri funtion "(!).Another approximation used for the surfae response funtion is that of speularreetion model [28, 34, 33℄gSR(q;!) = 1� "s(q;!)1 + "s(q;!) (3.38)with "s(q;!) = q� Z 1�1 dkz 1(k2z + q2)"(~k;!) ; (3.39)where "(~k;!) is the bulk dieletri response of the substrate (generally non-loal, i.e. ~k-dependent). Again, for the loal bulk permitivity we reover the image-hargelimit.A seond kind of harge distributions onsidered is that of harge utuationsin a bulk slab above the substrate [35, 36, 37, 38℄. Suh models of van der Waalsfrition between two losely spaed solids are often used to model marosopi fri-tion between marosopi objets. However, the relevane of these models for themarosopi frition is indeed little as disussed by Persson and Zhang [37℄, and theyrather serve as a playground for theorists of frition to develop and hek the suit-able tehniques. As pointed out by Persson and Zhang in [37℄, there are physiallyrelevant ontexts in whih these models play a role, namely, the ases of the Coulombdrag between two parallel eletron systems in semionduting nanostrutures and45



the QCM experiments. In the latter ase, the physisorbed thin �lm experienes anon-zero frition fore stemming from the dissipative part of the utuational in-teration between the �lm and substrate harge densities (f. (3.28)). Contrary tothe marosopi ase, this soure of frition fore is relevant and usually omparablewith the other soures of the mirosopi frition, e. g. interation with substratephonons and dissipation into the �lm degrees of freedom. It should be noted thatthe linear response theory developed in the previous text is not suÆient to desribethe frition fore between two marosopi bodies. At least the mutual sreening ofthe harge utuations in the respetive bodies must be inluded by going to higherorders in the perturbation theory. Sine an in�nite number of ontributions must besummed, non-perturbative approahes are usually used [35, 36, 38℄. Also not onlythe linear frition oeÆient is onsidered but the whole veloity dependene of thefrition fore is explored. In spite of all these di�erenes, the presented approahhas many analogies with the non-perturbative methods.There are other ases when the linear response regime is not suÆient for thedesription of the mirosopi frition. These over the physially relevant ases ofthe frition of the physisorbed layers. From (3.28) we see that the frition oeÆienton an adsorbed �lm is proportional to =�R��(~r1; ~r2; 
), the imaginary part of thepolarizability of the �lm. In the ase of a model study for one atom, it is thepolarizability of the atom. For small enough temperatures dd
 oth ~
2kBT ats as anapproximate delta-funtion with the halfwidth � kBT~ . Thus, if the exited states ofthe �lm have the energy high above the temperature whih is typial for physisorbedatoms, the �rst order (linear response) ontribution is exponentially small and onehas to onsider the seond-order term. It would be possible to ontinue in theperturbation expansion of (3.3) and to evaluate the linear frition oeÆient inanalogy with the �rst-order term. This is, however, too involved to be presentedhere. Instead, we only refer to two papers where the problem of a physisorbedatom was questioned. Sokolo� [13℄ and Persson and Volokitin [39℄ found that theseond-order term yields a �nite ontribution to the frition oeÆient proportionalto the square of the stati atomi polarizability. Moreover, Persson and Volokitin[39℄ showed that the response of the surfae to the quantum utuations of theatomi dipole an be approximated by the surfae response funtion introduedabove. Thus, our previous disussion of the surfae response and its approximationsan be equally used in this more ompliated ase of physisorbed atoms.3.4 Frition above superonduting substrateNow, let us turn our attention to a speial ase of the eletroni frition problem,namely, to the eletroni frition above the superonduting surfae. As was alreadymentioned, this model is inspired by the reent �ndings by Krim and ollaborators46



[14℄ who found that the frition oeÆient experienes a sudden drop at the tran-sition point. Their naive interpretation, assuming that the eletroni degrees offreedom simply deouple due to the SC transition, was ontested by Persson andTosatti [15℄. Persson and Tosatti laimed that the frition is aused by the dis-sipation into the normal uid in the superondutor and, thus, should dereaseontinuously in aord with the ontinuous derease of the normal uid densitywith temperature. No sharp drop observed should be present aording to Perssonand Tosatti. The tentative explanations of the puzzle raised by them were givenby Popov [40℄, Novotn�y and Velik�y [30℄ and Sokolo� et al. [31℄. All of them usesome phenomenologial arguments so that neither of them gives the �nal answer tothe problem, but, on the other hand, all of them proved that the argumentation ofPersson and Tosatti is highly questionable. In all these ontributions, the peuliarfeatures of the superuid omponent of the eletron density in the superondutorturned out to play the dominant role. We will present here the reasoning by Novotn�yand Velik�y and then will briey omment on the other two works.Let us onsider an ion osillating with the external driving frequeny !d abovea substrate whih may be made superonduting. The frition fore on the ion isthen given by an analogy of equation (3.29a) stemming from (3.19)$ (Z)(~r; !d) = �Z2e2 1!d lim~r!~r 0r~rr~r 0 =GRC(~r; ~r 0;!d) : (3.40)We use the image-harge approximation (3.30) for the Coulomb Green's funtion,whih is the point where the phenomenology enters the reasoning. The equation(3.31) is again used to express the permitivity via the ondutivity of the substrate.We omit all the spatial dependene of the Green's funtion as we are only interestedin the temperature dependene of the frition oeÆient whih depends exlusivelyon the fator Z(!d) / 1!d="(!d)� 1"(!d) + 1 : (3.41)Now, we proeed to analyze the e�et of the superonduting transition on thisfator, and, thus, on the frition fore. First, we evaluate the ondutivity of thesubstrate in the simple two-uid model of the superondutor. In this model, theondutivity onsists of two additive terms, the �rst one due to the superuid om-ponent and the other one due to the normal uid omponent�(!) = �S(!) + �N(!) : (3.42)Denoting by x the ratio of the density of normal eletrons to the total eletrondensity, x = nNn , we may use (3.42) both above (x = 1) and below (x < 1) the phasetransition. We also use notations m� for the e�etive mass of the eletrons and!pl for the eletron plasma frequeny in the substrate, !2pl = ne2"0m� . The superuid47



omponent experienes no frition fore due to disorder and its long-wave limitbehaves like �S(!) = inSe2m�! = i(1� x)"0!2pl! : (3.43)The normal uid is assumed to satisfy the Drude formula for the AC ondutivity,with the proper eletron density x n, both below and above T:�N (!) = nNe2�m� 11� i !� := nNe2�m� = x"0!2pl� : (3.44)The relaxation time in the Drude formula is limited by phonon and disorder relatedsattering and may then be braketed between 10�14s and 10�11s (orrespondingto pure lead at 300 K and 7 K). Sine the experimental setup is a quartz rystalmirobalane arrangement with the driving frequeny being roughly !d � 107s�1,we use the DC limit of the normal ondutivity, ! = 0, negleting thus its frequenydependene.Introduing the ondutivity (3.42) into (3.41), with the help of (3.31) we obtainan expliit result for the linear frition oeÆient�(x; !d) / 2!2pl� xx2 + �1�x�2(!d=!pl)2!d� �2 := 2!2pl� xx2 + �1�x!d� �2 : (3.45)The small term !2d=!2pl � (107s�1=1015s�1)2 has been negleted as it does not hangethe results. Temperature enters this expression in two di�erent ways. Firstly, therelaxation time � and the plasma frequeny !pl are slightly temperature dependent,yielding a moderate temperature dependene of the frition oeÆient in the normalstate. Around the transition point, these parameters have a smooth temperaturedependene and in the lose viinity of T they are approximately onstant. Se-ondly, and more importantly, temperature enters the above result (3.45) through thevariation of x, the frational normal uid density, with temperature. To obtain thistemperature dependene around the transition point, we may employ the Ginsburg-Landau desription. The lead �lm in the atual experiment [14℄ was about 1500 �Athik. Thus, it is braketed by the Pippard and the GL oherene lengths:�0 � 830�A < �lm thikness � �(T ) � �0� TT � T � (3.46)for 0 < T�T � T. Under these onditions, the GL theory leads to a simple result[41℄, namely, that the superuid density is onstant aross the width of the �lm andhas the same temperature dependene as in the bulk. For de�niteness, we assumethis temperature dependene to be of the simple, yet qualitatively orret Gorter-Casimir form [42℄ nS(T )=n = 1 � x(T ) = 1 � (T=T)4. We introdue this relation48



into (3.45) and obtain the �nal dimension-less relation for the frition oeÆient atT lose below the transition point�(T; !d)�0 := 11 + �4(1� T=T)!d� �2 = 11 + � t�t�2 (3.47)with t = (T � T )=T and the halfwidth of the jump �t = !d�4 . By �0 we havedenoted the approximately onstant value of the frition in the normal state justabove the ritial temperature. The halfwidth of the jump depends on the value of� . For a \typial" � � 10�12s, it is of the order 10�5. This represents a smooth, buta very steep step. This is fully onsistent with the experimental results of Krim andollaborators [14℄.Sokolo� et al. [31℄ used the same approximation of the superonduting surfaeresponse in the form of the image-harge. However, they used a di�erent methodto evaluate the frition fore. In fat, they did not alulate the linear fritionoeÆient, but a non-linear (in onstant veloity) frition fore. The �rst non-zeroontribution in the superonduting state is the ubi one. Its value is onsiderablysmaller than that in the normal state when nSnN � 10�6. This roughly orresponds toour results, proving thus that the phenomenon found by us is not an artifat of thelinear response regime. The physial key point of both the methods lies in the usageof the image-harge form of the surfae response. From this form, we an easily seewhere the reasoning of Persson and Tosatti is invalid. They simply negleted thesreening of the Coulomb interation between the adsorbate and substrate whih ishighly enhaned in the superonduting state by the appearane of the superuid.The superuid sreening apabilities are so high that even in the tiny onentration,i. e. just slightly below TC , the interation of the adsorbate with the substrate isalmost ompletely sreened out and, thus, the frition fore drops out. The rest ofthe measured frition oeÆient is then attributed to the phononi ontribution tofrition.Another approah was taken by Popov [40℄. He used a phenomenologial hydro-dynami desription of the eletroni uid. The eletroni uid was onsidered as avisous uid and the interation with the adsorbate was modeled by the boundaryondition, imposing the surfae drag veloity being equal to the veloity of the ad-sorbate movement. Both these assumptions are rather questionable, however, thismodel reprodues the drop in the frition oeÆient orretly. The surfae drag ofthe eletron uid together with the overall harge neutrality of the substrate implythe existene of the bulk eletri urrent bakow. The dissipative properties of thebakow hanges suddenly with the phase transition. Namely, in the superondut-ing state the bakow is exlusively of the superurrent origin and, thus, does notontribute to the dissipation of the energy in the substrate and redues the fritionfore. 49



In a reent preprint, Persson [43℄ argues against the proposed explanations ofthe drop in superonduting frition. He refuses the Popov's model as inadequateand also argues against the image-harge ansatz. He does not laim that the image-harge approximation would be in priniple wrong, but he questions its relevanefor the experimental �ndings. This is a legitimate question as the appliability ofthe image-harge to the superonduting surfae is indeed an unresolved problem.Persson ontrasts the so alled bulk ontribution (image-harge) with the so alledsurfae ontribution (q-dependent part of the surfae response) and laims that thesurfae one is dominant by a fator of about 100{1000 for the Krim's experimentsetup. The surfae ontribution does not undergo the sharp drop with temperatureat the transition point. Thus, the �ndings by Krim are, aording to Persson, still anopen puzzle. However, his reasoning is not totally onvining as he uses expressionsfor the surfae ontribution alulated for the jellium model [32℄ and assumes theadditivity of the bulk and surfae ontributions. Neither of these two assumptionsis indeed justi�ed for the superonduting substrate.3.5 Conluding remarksIn this hapter, we presented the linear response theory of the eletroni fritionfore due to the Coulomb interation of the adsorbate and substrate harge densities.This frition fore is assoiated with the attrative part of the adsorption bond inthe physisorption and ioni ases. We onsidered separately both these ases whihdi�er in the dynamis of the adsorbate harge density. Namely, in the ioni asethe harge density of the adsorbate is onsidered to be a �xed lassial one, whilein the physisorption ase it has its own quantum dynamis. Both these ases weretreated in an uni�ed framework of the linear response theory and a partial survey ofthe published results on this topi was given from the point of view of this unifyingmethod.In analogy with the phononi ase studied in the previous hapter, the mostrelevant quantity for the evaluation of the mirosopi frition oeÆient turns outto be the retarded Green's funtion of the harge density utuations of the sub-strate. Contrary to the phononi ase, this Green's funtion annot be alulatedexatly as it is a 2-partile Green's funtion and, thus, its evaluation for the in-terating eletrons in the substrate is a non-trivial task. Several expressions forthis Green's funtion of the normal metal desribed by various approximations werebriey reviewed. The realisti numerial alulations of this quantity are surely atthe front-end of the present methods sine it is a dynamial response of the surfae.The importane of the surfae properties is exempli�ed by the study of the fritionfore above a superonduting surfae presented in the previous setion.The explanation of the striking phenomenon of the sudden drop of the frition50



oeÆient under the superonduting ritial temperature is still an open problem.We presented several phenomenologial explanations of these experimental resultstogether with the objetions against them. This reent ontroversy about the super-onduting frition problem shows a lear lak of a truly mirosopi theory of thisphenomenon that would be without phenomenologial entries. Persson's preprintgoes in this diretion, but the method used is still rather phenomenologial sine notrue mirosopi alulations for an model adequate to the experiment were done.This is de�nitely the task for the future. However, the truly mirosopi theoryof the Coulomb frition above a superonduting surfae whih onsists in at leastmodel evaluation of the surfae response funtion (3.34) for the superondutingsurfae is enormously diÆult to develop. No real progress in this has been doneyet.Some simpli�ed models for whih the alulation of the surfae response fun-tion ould be viable are being onsidered. These are mainly related to the Hubbardmodel, desribing the strongly orrelated systems in whih the superondutingphase as well as various magneti phases an be ahieved by a suitable hoie of theloal spin oupling. Within these models, it ould be possible to evaluate the sur-fae response funtion, using some approximations whih are under ontrol or evenahieve the diret numerial solution with the present omputational tehniques.The Hubbard model is of interest also for its magneti phases. The behaviour of thefrition oeÆient above suh a magneti substrate with respet to the phase tran-sition in the substrate is an interesting ounterpart of the superonduting fritionstudied and disussed above. It would be important if experiments with fritionabove other kinds of strongly orrelated systems like, e. g. magneti materials, wereperformed.In any ase, the superonduting frition problem, in spite of its omplexity,opened an interesting new area of possible experimental and theoretial progress ofunderstanding the mirosopi eletroni frition mehanisms. The �eld is open andpromises many new relevant and interesting results.
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Chapter 4Diret methods in non-stationarystohasti problems in surfaephysis
4.1 Formulation of the problemThe model presented in this hapter was developed by the author and Do. PetrChvosta to extend the paradigmati model in the realm of resonant ativation byDoering and Gadoua to non-Markovian types of additional noise.This work was motivated by the e�ort to analytially solve the Langevin-likestohasti equations of motion of the kind of (1.3) whih are used to desribe theQCM experiment. A single adatom physisorbed above the vibrating jellium sur-fae experienes the stohasti Langevin fore (1.4) from the substrate degrees offreedom and the deterministi harmoni inertial fore due to the vibrations of thesubstrate. In a typial QCM, setup the aeleration term in the equation of motionis negligible ompared to the frition term and, thus, the ustomary overdampedregime approximation an be used. The evaluation of the transport properties ofsuh a system is then the aim of the alulations. For a at surfae the problem iseasily solved. However, when either the orrugation of the potential or boundaryonditions are taken into aount, the systems exhibits highly non-trivial behaviour.The potential orrugation leads to the phenomenon alled the stohasti resonanewhile inorporating of various boundary onditions (orresponding, for example, tothe presene of terrae steps on the surfae) generates related phenomena as theoherent stohasti resonane (a table-like terrae) or the resonant ativation (twoterrae steps). In all these phenomena, the transport properties (the signal-to-noiseratio for the stohasti resonane or the mean exit time for the other two) exhibitnon-monotoni dependene on the frequeny of the driving fore. This proves theorrelation of the transport properties with the driving fore.52



The hoie of the potential orrugation or the boundary onditions piks upthe partiular problem. We deided to use the boundary onditions onsidered byDoering and Gadoua [44℄ whih lead to the resonant ativation phenomenon. Themodel of Doering and Gadoua onsists of the di�usion on 1-dimensional segmentin the linear potential utuating between two opposite slopes with the reexingboundary ondition at one end and the absorbing boundary ondition at the other.The utuations of the potential are determined by the Markovian dihotomousnoise. The mean �rst passage time (sometimes also alled the mean exit time) ofthe absorption proess was studied with a non-trivial result for the its dependeneon the mean swithing rate of the potential utuations. The mean �rst passagetime versus mean swithing rate urve exhibits a minimum whih is a signature ofthe noise-indued enhanement of the absorption proess. This phenomenon was�rst reported in the paper by Doering and Gadoua in 1992 [44℄ and was named bythem the resonant ativation. Sine then the phenomenon was studied intensively[45℄. However, the models used to study the esape over utuating barriers inthe ontext of the resonant ativation employ almost exlusively simple Markoviannoises simulating the barrier utuations [44, 46, 47, 48℄. On the other hand, inthe oherent stohasti resonane problems the additional \noise" is atually thedeterministi harmoni signal, whih is for the tehnial reasons approximated bythe multistep proess [49, 50, 51℄. Thus, the harmoni driving may be regarded asa speial ase of the non-Markovian proess.Being aware of these fats, we wanted to extend the resonant ativation paradigmto the non-Markovian potential-utuation ases presumably of the harmoni driv-ing origin like in the oherent stohasti resonane ontext. To this end, we employedthe method of the onstrution of trajetories developed by Chvosta and Reineker[52℄ for all non-Markovian proess generated by arbitrary renewal proesses. Thismethod enables to study not only the harmoni noises, but also any other onesgenerated by renewal proesses. The original ase by Doering and Gadoua [44℄ isreovered for the Markovian dihotomous noise. The generalization of the paper byChvosta and Reineker [52℄ in this work onsists in the extension of the formalism tothe spatially-resolved di�usion, whih is a non-trivial task.In our study, we developed the general formalism for the desription of theresonant ativation in the potentials whose utuations are generated by generalrenewal proess and, thus, are in general non-Markovian. The distintive features ofthe approah ontrasted to the ustomary methods usually employed in the resonantativation ontext are summarized in the next setion. The results of our workare reprinted in Appendix C in the form of a preprint submitted to the PhysialReview E.
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4.2 Comments to Appendix CIn this setion, we just want to make several omments on the method used in thepaper and the results obtained there with respet to the so far known fats. Sine thepaper is somewhat tehnial, we would like to stress the new relevant ontributionsmade by us and ompare them with the present state of the art of the branh.� In order to generalize the original model by Doering and Gadoua [44℄ for a non-Markovian swithing, it was neessary to use a ompletely di�erent methodso far not used in the ontext of the resonant ativation. This method is theextension of the onstrution of trajetories method developed by Chvostaand Reineker [52℄ to the spatially resolved di�usion problems. An adequatepresentation and analysis of the method and its exempli�ation in the givenphysially relevant ontext is an integral part of the work. Our tehnique opensup for the �rst time a path to answering: \ . . . the question of both quantitativeand qualitative e�ets of other potential shapes and/or utuation statistis"of Doering and Gadoua.� This newly developed method gives new non-trivial results even in the Marko-vian ase studied already by Doering and Gadoua. Only the mean-�rst-passage-time was analytially evaluated in their paper, while other quantitieswere onsidered using Monte Carlo simulations. We were able to get a fullyanalyti result for the hannel-�lling proess. To our knowledge, for the �rsttime in the literature. Moreover, the same e�etive method permits to har-aterize the hannel-�lling proess analytially or semi-analytially even for anon-Markovian swithing.� New results were obtained for the non-Markovian potential-swithing ases.We found that the resonant ativation phenomenon is quite stable with respetto the hange of the properties of the potential-utuating proess. Namely,in all ases of potential-swithing generated by renewal proesses with thewaiting time distributions having the �rst two moments, the resonant ati-vation phenomenon was preserved. The harmoni driving was in our studyapproximated by the deterministi two-state proess and the resonant ati-vation minimum was developed the best in this ase ompared to all otheronsidered potential-utuation proesses. Thus, we may onlude that theresonant ativation phenomenon should be present in the QCM setup if thesurfae morphology ould be approximated by the appropriate boundary on-ditions.� For potential-utuating proesses generated by renewal proesses with thewaiting time distributions without the seond or even the �rst moment, the54



resonant ativation phenomenon disappears. Sine the distributions withoutmoments are quite ommon in nature, as exempli�ed by the L�evy ights [53℄,this �nding ould be relevant in some physial or biologial ontexts. Ananalogous result for a di�erent kind of models was found by Barkai and Fleurov[54, 55℄.� Our method is very general and permits many physially relevant extensionsto related �elds. As mentioned in the text, a generalization to more ompli-ated potential pro�les is straightforward. Changing the boundary onditionsimposed on the di�usion in the safe domain, we may use it diretly to studythe urrent problems of oherent stohasti resonane and their generaliza-tions. Any exoti non-Markovian swithing time distributions may be used inour method, some of them even permitting a fully analyti solution.
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Chapter 5ConlusionsIn this work, we onsidered three partiular problems of the mirosopi theory offrition motivated by the QCM experiment by J. Krim. The problems onern theevaluation of the respetive ontributions to the mirosopi frition fore and thesolution of the stohasti equation of motion of the adsorbates on the vibratingsurfae of the mirobalane.In the �rst part devoted to the evaluation of the phononi ontribution to thefrition oeÆient, we found the frition fore and the e�etive equation of motion foran adatom harmonially pinned above an osillating harmoni lattie. We generalizethe models studied previously by Persson and Rydberg [17℄, and Georgievskii et al.[18℄ to the QCM setup involving the vibrations of the substrate. Two methods ofsolution were employed. The phenomenologial one gave us orretly the fritionoeÆient, while the more sophistiated perturbative projetion tehnique providedus with the full equation of motion of the adatom. The phenomenologial resultsfor the frition oeÆient were on�rmed by the projetion tehnique. As the mostimportant quantity was identi�ed the retarded Green's funtion of the phononi�eld whih was evaluated in Appendix A using a non-standard method motivatedby the surfae Green's funtion tehnique [56℄. This evaluation, together with thenew results for the equation of motion of the adatom above the vibrating substratemay be onsidered as new original ontributions of this part of the work.In the seond part, we studied the eletroni ontribution to the mirosopifrition oeÆient due to the long range Coulomb interation. A unifying approahwithin the framework of the linear response theory is presented, and from this generalpoint of view, most of the results published so far on this problem are rederivedand summarized. We present here a theory for both the adsorbates with lassialharge distributions (orresponding to the ioni adsorption bond) and the adsorbateswith quantum utuating harge distributions (van der Waals oupling), in the�rst order of perturbation theory. The relevane of higher order ontributions is56



also briey disussed. Further, we disuss the results found in the literature aboutthe eletroni frition fore above normal metal surfaes and, in partiular, severalapproximations to the surfae response are ompared. The original results of thissetion onsist in the evaluation of the eletroni frition fore for an adsorbate abovea superonduting surfae. This was measured by Krim et al. [14℄ and may be of adiret importane for the separation of the phononi and eletroni ontributions tothe frition fore. We suggest a tentative explanation of the experimental �ndingsand ontrast it with work of other authors on this topi. The published paper onthis topi by the author [30℄ is reprinted in Appendix B.In the third part, a stohasti model of the surfae di�usion on a vibratingsubstrate is introdued and solved. The model exhibits the phenomenon alledresonant ativation �rst reported by Doering and Gadoua [44℄. We extended theirmodel to the non-Markovian potential-swithing proesses. The method used forsolution as well as the results ahieved form an original ontribution by the author.The preprint submitted to Phys. Rev. E is reprinted in Appendix C.All the models onsidered an be further developed to better desribe the physi-ally relevant situations. Namely, the phononi frition model introdued in the �rstpart may be improved by taking into aount a realisti washboard-like surfae po-tential in whih the adatom moves and the disrete nature of the substrate. Suh ageneralization would be diretly related to the QCM experimental results for highlysubmonolayer overages.The problem of the superonduting frition is still open and there is an ultimateneed of the mirosopi theory of this phenomenon. Also other strongly orrelatedsurfaes (e. g. magneti) are interesting from both the experimental and theoretialpoint of view. Moreover, the theory whih would inorporate both the lattie andeletroni ontributions in a uni�ed formalism should be �nally developed. All thesequestions promise to open wide ranges of theoretial researh of the mirosopifrition phenomena.The stohasti model from the third part an be further extended in many waysas desribed in detail in the main text. Beause of its rather abstrat nature, itould be used as a basis for more spei� models relevant in muh broader rangeof situations than in the surfae siene only, inluding biophysial, hemial andbiologial appliations.To sum up, we believe that the problems disussed and solved in this workenrih the theory of mirosopi frition and that they show the ways to furtherdevelopments in this researh area. The author hopes that the reader will �nd thetopis presented here interesting and stimulating for his or her sienti� work.57
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Appendix APhononi Green's funtion for thehalf-spaeIn this appendix, we will alulate the retarded Green's funtion given by the equa-tion (2.43).1 As was already mentioned in the main text, this task separates intotwo independent problems. The �rst one is to �nd the salar Green's funtionG11(z; z0; �; !) from the equation�� d2dz2 + q2T�G11(z; z0; �; !) = Æ(z � z0) (A.1)with the boundary ondition ddzG11(z; z0; �; !)����z=0 = 0 ; (A.2)while the seond part onsists in �nding the matrix Green's funtion �G22 G23G32 G33 �(z; z0; �; !)satisfying� � d2dz2 + �q2L i�(�� �) ddzi�(�� �) ddz � d2dz2 + �q2T � � � G22 G23G32 G33 � (z; z0; �; !) = Æ(z � z0)� 1 00 1 �(A.3)with the boundary ondition written in the matrix form asddz � G22 G23G32 G33 � (z; z0; �; !)����z=0 = �i�� 0 1�� 0 � � � G22 G23G32 G33 � (0; z0; �; !) ;(A.4)whih may be rewritten into the homogeneous matrix \reeting" ondition� ddz i�i��� ddz � � � G22 G23G32 G33 � (z; z0; �; !)����z=0 = RG(z; z0; �; !)jz=0 = 0 : (A.5)1In this appendix, we will omit the supersript R denoting that the Green's funtion is retarded.65



In the seond part of this equation, we introdued the shorthand notation for theappliation of the reeting boundary ondition operator R = � ddz i�i��� ddz � to the wholematrix Green's funtion denoted by G(z; z0�; !). Even though both these quantitiesexist independently of eah other, in the next we will always use the reetionboundary ondition operator in the onnetion with the Green's funtion as shownabove. We reall here that � = �+ 2� (�; � are the Lam�e oeÆients) andq2L = (! + i�)22L � �2 = !22L � �2 + i� sign! ; (A.6a)q2T = (! + i�)22T � �2 = !22T � �2 + i� sign! (A.6b)with L =q�% and T =q�% .We will solve these two equations in the halfspae z; z0 < 0 and the \reeting"boundary onditions (A.2) and (A.5) should be understood as limits z ! 0�. Boththe problems introdued above are standard in the ontext of the surfae Green'sfuntions method [56℄. They an be solved straightforwardly by applying the meth-ods developed in detail in the textbook [56℄. However, in this presentation we willillustrate the standard method only in the solution of the salar equation, while inthe seond problem we will use a triky shortut approah whih saves a big deal ofwork.Let us now solve the equation (A.1) with the boundary ondition (A.2), using thestandard method. That is, we �nd two independent solutions of the homogeneousequation �� d2dz2 + q2T�u?(z; �; !) = 0 ; (A.7)satisfying the boundary ondition du>(z)dz = 0 at z = 0 and the natural boundaryondition at z ! �1 reading limz!�1 u<(z) = 0, respetively. Sine the regular-ization depends on sign!, we will expliitly perform the derivation for the ! > 0 aseonly. The opposite ase is done analogously. Thus, for ! > 0 we get the two solu-tions satisfying the homogeneous equation with the respetive boundary onditionsu<(z) / e�iqT z and u>(z) / os(qT z) (A.8)with qT = q!22T � �2 + i� when ! � T� and qT = iq�2 � !22T when ! � T�. TheGreen's funtion G11(z; z0) may be omposed of these homogeneous solutions in thefollowing way ([56℄, Chap. 1.1)G11(z; z0) = C (u<(z)u>(z0) z � z0 ;u<(z0)u>(z) z0 � z : (A.9)66



This form of the Green's funtion ensures the ontinuity of G11(z; z0) at z = z0 andalso that it satis�es both the boundary onditions. The only unknown parameter,the onstant C, is found readily by imposing the jump onditionlimz!z0+0 dG11(z; z0)dz � limz!z0�0 dG11(z; z0)dz = 1� ; (A.10)whih is a onsequene of (A.1) on G11(z; z0) introdued above. The �nal equationfor C ontains the Wronskian of the two solutions of the homogeneous equation,whih is a non-zero onstant (independent of the evaluation point z0), and, thus,we see that we get a unique solution to our problem. Performing the analogousproedure also for the ! < 0 ase, we ome to the �nal result for G11(z; z0)G11(z; z0) = sign!2i �qT �eiqT sign!jz�z0j + e�iqT sign!(z+z0)� : (A.11)This was the illustration of the standard method found in textbooks. Even in thissimple salar ase, we met quite extensive alulations mainly due to the fat thattwo ases ! ? 0 had to be distinguished. In the matrix ase, one must use evenmore ompliated mathing ansatz analogous to (A.9) (f. [56℄), and the analogousalulations start being enormous. It is therefore onvenient to use the shortutapproah introdued in the next. It utilizes the triky ansatz whih states theGreen's funtion satisfying the boundary ondition (A.5) in terms of the Green'sfuntion in the unrestrited 1D spae satisfying the natural boundary onditions in�1. The same triky approah may be suessfully used in the salar ase, yieldingthe same result as the one obtained above. A reader may deide, whether this trikyapproah is more onvenient in that ase. It is de�nitely muh more e�etive in thematrix ase whih we will deal with now.We an easily express the matrix Green's funtion �G22 G23G32 G33 �(z; z0; �; !) usingthe Green's funtion of the equation (A.3) in the unrestrited spae denoted byG0(z; z0) � G0(z � z0). Namely,G(z; z0; �; !) � G(z; z0) = G0(z; z0)�G0(z; 0)��RG0(0�; 0)��1�RG0(0; z0) ; z; z0 < 0 :(A.12)One an easily see that G(z; z0) expressed in this way is really the Green's funtionof the equation (A.3) and that it satis�es the required boundary ondition (A.5).The seond term ats as a homogeneous solution to (A.3) in z < 0, while it ensuresthat the boundary ondition is satis�ed.The Green's funtion G0(z � z0) may be evaluated easily by using the Fouriertransform with respet to z � z0 de�ned aseG0(k) = Z 1�1 d(z � z0)eik(z�z0)G0(z � z0) ; (A.13a)G0(z � z0) = Z 1�1 dk2�e�ik(z�z0) eG0(k) : (A.13b)67



Using the Fourier transform, we rewrite the de�ning equation for G0(z � z0) (Eq.(A.3) with the natural boundary onditions at �1) into a simple matrix equationfor eG0(k) � �q2L � �k2 �(�� �)k�(�� �)k �q2T � �k2 � � eG0(k) = 1 ; (A.14)whih is straightforwardly solved and yieldseG0(k) = 1��(k2 � q2L)(k2 � q2T ) � �q2T � �k2 ��(�� �)k��(�� �)k �q2L � �k2 � : (A.15)Now, performing the inverse Fourier transform and taking into aount the in�nites-imal parts present in q2L;T properly, we ome to the �nal result for G0(z � z0)G0(z � z0) = 12i%!2 �eiqLsign!jz�z0j� �2qL sign! � sign(z � z0)� sign(z � z0) qL sign! �+eiqT sign!jz�z0j� qT sign! �� sign(z � z0)�� sign(z � z0) �2qT sign! �� :(A.16)Having obtained the Green's funtion in the unrestrited spae, we may now usethe equation (A.12) to alulateG(z; z0). To this end, we need to know the quantityRG0(z; z0) whih readsRG0(z; z0) = � ddz i�i��� ddz � �G0(z; z0)= 12%!2(eiqLsign!jz�z0j� 2�2 sign(z � z0) 2�qL sign!�qL (q2L + ���2) sign! (q2L + ���2) sign(z � z0) �+ eiqT sign!jz�z0j� (q2T � �2) sign(z � z0) � �qT (q2T � �2) sign!qT�(�� � 1) sign! �2(1� ��) sign(z � z0) �) :(A.17)This leads to the following expressions for RG0(0�; 0)RG0(0�; 0) = 12%!2  �!22T �qT (�2 � q2T + 2qLqT ) sign!��qT (�� � 1) + qL(1 + �� �2q2L )� sign! �!22L !(A.18)and for [RG0(0�; 0)℄�1 �RG0(0�; 0)��1 = �2%!2Det M ; (A.19a)68



where Det = ���4�1 + �2qLqT � ��q2T�2 � 1�2 + 4qLqT�2 � (A.19b)and M =  !22L � �qT �!22T � 2(�2 + qLqT )� sign!�qL �!22L � 2��(�2 + qLqT )� sign! !22T ! :(A.19)To simplify the matrix multipliation involved in the equation (A.12), we will use thetensor deomposition of the projetors orresponding to the longitudinal or trans-verse modes inG0(z; 0) and RG0(0; z0), respetively. Thus, G0(z; 0) and RG0(0; z0)may be rewritten in the following formsG0(z; 0) = 12i%!2 �e�iqLzsign! � � �qL sign!1 �
 � �� qL sign! �+ e�iqT zsign! � qT sign!� �
 � 1 �qT sign! �� ; (A.20)
RG0(0; z0) = 12%!2 �e�iqLz0sign! � 2�sign!qL (q2L + ���2) �
 � � qL sign! �+ e�iqT z0sign! � q2T � �2�2�� qT� sign! �
 � 1 � �qT sign! �� :(A.21)Using these expressions in (A.12), we ome to the result�G22 G23G32 G33� (z; z0; �; !) = 12i%!2� eiqLsign!jz�z0j� �2qL sign! � sign(z � z0)� sign(z � z0) qL sign! �+ eiqT sign!jz�z0j� qT sign! �� sign(z � z0)�� sign(z � z0) �2qT sign! �+ e�iqLsign!(z+z0)RLL���2qL sign! ��� qL sign!�+ e�iqT sign!(z+z0)RTT �qT sign! ��� ��2qT sign!�+ e�i sign!(qLz+qT z0)RLT �qT sign! ��� qLqT� qL sign!�+ e�i sign!(qT z+qLz0)RTL�qT sign! qLqT�� qL sign!�� ;(A.22a)69



where the respetive reetion oeÆients are given byRLL = 1Det � �� qL sign! � �M � � 2�sign!qL (q2L + ���2) � ; (A.22b)RTT = 1Det � 1 �qT sign! � �M � � q2T � �2�2�� qT� sign! � ; (A.22)RLT = � �qLqTDet � �� qL sign! � �M � � q2T � �2�2�� qT� sign! � ; (A.22d)RTL = �Det � 1 �qT sign! � �M � � 2�sign!qL (q2L + ���2) � : (A.22e)With the help of the relations� �� qL sign! � �M = �1 + �2qLqT � � �2���qLqT qL(q2T � �2)sign! � ; (A.23a)� 1 �qT sign! � �M = �1 + �2qLqT �� ��(q2T � �2) 2�qLsign! � ; (A.23b)we obtain the �nal resultsRLL = RTT = � q2T�2 � 1�2 � 4 qLqT�2� q2T�2 � 1�2 + 4 qLqT�2 ; (A.24a)RLT = RTL = 4 q2T�2 � 1� q2T�2 � 1�2 + 4 qLqT�2 : (A.24b)
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